
ITEM TIME TYPE ATTACHMENTS 

1. Call to Order AD 

2. Roll Call 2 Minutes AD 

3. Open Forum 10 Minutes AD  

4. Approval of Minutes
February 9, April 22 and May 18, 2015

5 Minutes A Attachment 1,2,3 

5. Agenda – Discussion 5 Minutes AD 

6. Coordinator’s Announcements 10 Minutes I 

7. Urban Strategies Informational
Presentation on the Gap Analysis

15 Minutes I Attachment 4 

8. OPD Quarterly Reports (Donneisha
Taylor)

20 Minutes A Attachment  5 - 4th Qtr 2014 

Attachment  6  - 1st Qtr 2015 

9. HSD Quarterly Reports (Peter Kim) 20 Minutes A Attachment 7 - 4th Qtr 2014 

Attachment 8  - 1st Qtr 2015

10. RDA Report – Measure Y and Z Transition 30 Minutes I Attachment  9 

      A = Action Item          I = Informational Item          AD = Administrative Item 

VIOLENCE PREVENTION & 
PUBLIC SAFETY OVERSIGHT 

COMMITTEE 
Monday, August 17, 2015 

6:30-9:00 p.m. 
Council Chambers 

1 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, City Hall 
Oakland, California 94612 

Oversight Committee Members:  Chair José Dorado, Qa’id Aqeel, Vice Chair Peter Barnett, Jamila 
Edwards Brooks, Ryan Hunter, Kisha Jackson, Lanenna Joiner, Melanie Shelby,  
Mara Velez, Lirio Zepeda. 

PUBLIC COMMENT:  The Oversight Committee welcomes you to its meetings and your interest is appreciated.  

 If you wish to speak before the Oversight Committee, please fill out a speaker card and hand it to
Staff of the Oversight Committee.

 If you wish to speak on a matter not on the agenda, please sign up for Open Forum and wait for your name
to be called.

 If you wish to speak on a matter on the agenda, please approach the Committee when called, give your
name, and your comments.

Please be brief and limit your comments to the specific subject under discussion.  Only matters within the Oversight 
Committee’s jurisdictions may be addressed.  Time limitations shall be at the discretion of the Chair. 
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ITEM TIME TYPE ATTACHMENTS 

11. HSD Measure Y RFP Update and 6 month
extension update

10 Minutes I 

12. MYOC Quarterly Report to Public Safety 15 Minutes A 

13. Agenda Building 10 Minutes A 

14. Adjournment A 

   A = Action Item    I = Informational Item      AD = Administrative Item 
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MEASURE Y OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE MEETING 
February 9, 2015 

Hearing Room 1, First Floor 

ITEM #1: CALL TO ORDER 

The meeting was called to order at 6:33pm 

ITEM #2 ROLL CALL 

Present: Chairperson Jose Dorado 
Vice Chairperson Peter Barnett 
Commissioner Joanne Brown 
Commissioner Ryan Hunter 
Commissioner Melanie Shelby 
Commissioner Lirio Zepeda 

Excused: Commissioner Mara Velez 
Commissioner Lanenna Joiner 
Commissioner Jamila Edwards Brooks 

Absent: Commissioner Qa’id Aqeel 
Commissioner Kisha Jackson 

ITEM #3: OPEN FORUM 

Samuel P. Word shared that she had funds available for the committee if they wanted them. 

ITEM #4 APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

Corrections to the December 15, 2014 minutes: 
• Page 4 – line #4 – residents as opposed to residences

ITME #9 – ITEM (typo) 
• Page 6 – Add draft letter from Chairperson Dorado to minutes

Line #24 MUOC – MYOC (typo) 

Commissioner Hunter moved to accept the minutes as corrected; seconded by Commissioner Brown; 6 Ayes 

ITEM #5 AGENDA DISCUSSION 

None 

ITEM #6 COORDINATOR’S ANNOUNCEMENTS – Chantal Cotton Gaines 

Ms. Cotton Gaines clarified that the new measure is referred to as the Safety and Services Act.  There is already 
a Measure Z that has nothing to do with the new measure so it could get confusing.     

There has been outreach to the council members regarding nominating names to the new Commission.  Staff 
had hoped to get all the names by the end of January, but is still working on the nomination process.  No one 
has been scheduled for Council approval to date.  The goal is to have all members approved by February with 
an orientation for the new members in March.  They need to hold their first meeting by the end of April 2015. 

Commissioners recommended the following topics be covered during this orientation 

• How City does contracting and RFP process
• Goal and Scope of Committee
• Ethics
• Open Meetings Act
• Come prepared to meetings
• How to get items on the agenda for Public Safety Committee or Council Meetings
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• Reviewing staff reports (Ms. Cotton Gaines noted that this might be hard to accomplish)

ITEM #7: OPD QUARTERLY REPORT (Donneisha Taylor) 

Ms. Taylor briefly reviewed the reports that were submitted as Attachment 2. 

Chairperson Dorado was pleased to see that the percentage of time the PSOs are reporting is going up. 

Ms. Taylor indicated that they are trying to keep PSOs at this assignment as much as possible, because for 
November and December the numbers will go down, as many were redeployed for daily protests. 

Ms. Taylor noted that software is included in the education totals along with training and conferences.  It also 
includes about $10,000 for the SARAnet software upgrade. 

Ms. Taylor stated that originally 21 PSOs were scheduled to go to the training but only about 4 or 5 attended 
(she did not have the names). 

ITEM #8: HSD QUARTERLY REPORT (Peter Kim) 

Mr. Peter Kim, HSD Oakland Unite Manager, briefly reviewed the report submitted in the agenda packet. 

Commissioner Brown asked if any funds were held back from any provider. 

Mr. Kim affirmed that some groups have been given an additional quarter if they under perform. This has 
occurred with the Oakland Private Industry Council as well as the Unity Council. HSD takes actions to help the 
organizations meet their contractual obligations.  

ITEM #9: UPDATE FROM HSD ABOUT STATUS OF 6 MONTH EXTENSION REQUEST 

Mr. Peter Kim, HSD Oakland Unite Manager, explained that HSD needs to get the 6-month extension request 
approved by the Safety and Services Oversight Commission (Measure Z). They need the commission to go 
approve contract extension until December to pay for the existing contracts to go through the end of the year 
and to allow time to effectively execute the RFP process for new contracts under Measure Z.  

Commissioner Hunter noted that the community organizations would need to know ASAP if they are extended 
for 6 months so that they can properly plan.  

Chairperson Dorado noted that this item should be a standing item at upcoming meetings for the Committee 
to get regular status updates.  

ITEM #10: UPDATE ON STATUS OF RFP FOR MEASURE Z 

Mr. Peter Kim, HSD Oakland Unite Manager, stated that HSD has started collecting input from focus groups (8-
18 people per focus group), staff retreat, and other meetings to know about program strengths and 
weaknesses to date. They are currently doing a literature review. HSD will synthesize all of this information to 
help in the RFP creation. He noted that HSD has also brought in Urban Strategies and another consultant to 
help with analysis.  

Chairperson Dorado noted that the information from the focus groups and research should be shared with 
NSCs and NCPCs. He also noted that the NCPCs should be consulted for input.  

ITEM #11: AD HOC COMMITTEE UPDATE 
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Commissioner Brown reported that the committee had not met, but that she will be sending out a draft to the 
members, which they will give input on.  A document will be ready for the next meeting in May. 

ITEM #12: MYOC QUARTERLY REPORT TO PUBLIC SAFETY 

Vice Chairperson Peter Barnett moved that the MYOC authorize Chairperson Dorado to write a letter to the 
Public Safety Committee of the critical importance of each council person appointing a member to the Safety 
and Services Oversight Committee.  The letter should include the potential disruption of services, the need for 
training new appointees, by-laws, etc.  

Commissioner Hunter noted that the results of the Ad Hoc Committee should go to the Public Safety 
Committee. 

Mr. Dorado gave an update that the SARAnet letter to the Public Safety Committee went well. 

ITEM #13: AGENDA BUILDING 

• Update from Peter Kim regarding extension progress
• Update on RFP process
• OPD & HSD quarterly reports (October – December)
• RDA - scope of evaluation
• Transition impacts to OPD and HSD
• Ad Hoc Committee Update

ITEM #14: ADJOURNMENT 

It was moved by Vice Chair Barnett to adjourn the meeting; seconded by Commissioner Hunter. 
6 Ayes.   Motion passed. 

Adjourned at 7:45pm 
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MEASURE Y OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE SPECIAL MEETING 
Wednesday, April 22, 2015 
Hearing Room 1, First Floor 

ITEM #1: CALL TO ORDER 

The meeting was called to order at 6:33pm 

ITEM #2 ROLL CALL 

Present: Chairperson Jose Dorado 
Commissioner Ryan Hunter 
Commissioner Melanie Shelby 
Commissioner Lirio Zepeda 
Commissioner Mara Velez 
Commissioner Lanenna Joiner 

Excused: Vice Chairperson Peter Barnett 
Absent: Commissioner Qa’id Aqeel 

Commissioner Kisha Jackson 
Commissioner Jamila Edwards 
Brooks 

Resigned: Commissioner Joanne Brown 

ITEM #3: OPEN FORUM 

No speakers 

ITEM #4 COORDINATOR’S ANNOUCEMENTS– Chantal Cotton Gaines 

The Safety and Services Oversight Commission (SSOC) was officially appointed yesterday, April 21st.  A hold up 
on the process was the term limits for the members.   Staggered 2 –year terms have been established.   Half of 
the commissioners will start with 1-year terms while the other half will have 2-year terms.  The Commission 
has a wide variety of experience: 3 have backgrounds in law enforcement or criminal justice; 2 with non-profit 
management experience; 2 reflect the service eligible population; and 2 with general experience. 
Ms. Shelby will be serving on the new committee. 

Item 7.24 of the Council Agenda from April 21st, has all the members resumes if you are interested. 

The first Safety and Services Oversight Commission meeting will be on April 27th at 6:30pm in Hearing Room 1. 

In an informal conversation, the members of the SSOC were open to a joint meeting with MYOC on May 18th.  
Staff will formally request this at the first SSOC meeting. 

ITEM #5 MEASURE Y OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2014 

Paige Alderete representing the City of Oakland Controller’s Bureau explained that in accordance with 
Government Code and the City’s ordinance, an independent audit is performed annually to ensure 
accountability, proper disbursement of tax proceeds, and proper program status. 

The independent accounting firm Patel & Associates, a sub-contractor to Macias Jeannie O’Connell, the City’s 
external auditor, conducted the audit. 

Mr. Ramesh Patel presented their report.  The 2014 report was performed In accordance with both general 
and governmental accepted auditing standards. 

During compliance testing they had a finding in the area of Police payroll.  This is identified on page 9 of the 
audit report as a significant deficiency.  The controls over OPD payroll have not been implemented effectively 
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as recommended during last year’s evaluation.  It appears there continues to be issues with charging the 
correct funding source for the Problem Solving Officers (PSOs).  A response has been received, but they have 
not audited this response to see if any correcting action has taken place, as this will be reflected in the next 
year’s audit. 

Chairperson Dorado inquired if they have seen any improvement to the significant deficiencies.  Mr. Patel 
responded that there has been some improvement from Fiscal Year 2012-13 to 2013-14. 

Nell Taylor, OPD Fiscal Manager concurred that the discrepancies with reconciliation as reported were 
accurate.  As was noted in their response, reconciliation was hampered due to staff turnover and new 
employees hired in the middle of the fiscal year.   OPD Fiscal brought in a temporary employee in May to assist 
with the reconciliation, but at that time, there were only 2 months to complete an entire year.   

They have implemented this year, payroll adjustments every 2 weeks.  Overtime is done annually, to make 
sure all overtime slips have been turned in.   

Ms. Taylor stated that the training provided to anyone charging to Measure Y proved to be helpful.  They also 
began internal audits and more frequent coordination with Operations, Payroll and Personnel.  A bi-weekly 
assignment list is generated, which makes reconciliation easier. 

Ms. Cotton Gaines added that this report would be presented at the Public Safety Committee Meeting on April 
30th.   

ITEM #6 HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT (HSD) PLANNING PROCESS UPDATE 

Peter Kim, HSD Oakland Unite Manager, went over the RFP process and timeline PowerPoint.  With the 
Measure Z  (Safety and Services Oversight Commission, SSOC) members just being approved, the earliest 
contracts would be able to start would be January 2016.  HSD will formally asking the SSOC on Monday, April 
27, 2015 for a 6-month extension of contracts, until the new contacts can be delivered. 

Commissioner Hunter appreciates the work already done and the identification of what still needs to be done.  
What does Urban Strategies think is well covered and where are the gaps?  Will the RFP be ready by July 1st? 

Mr. Kim replied that if all goes well it would go to City Council on June 2nd.  It is cutting it close.  Poses a 
difficultly for grantees as they are left in limbo until the approval from the SSOC for the 6-month extension.  
The new SSOC members are loosely aware of the need for the 6-month extension. 

Commissioner Joiner inquired if any current grantees address LGBTQ youth. 

Mr. Kim noted that none of the current grantees currently focus exclusively on LGBTQ.  Assessing the needs of 
the clients was difficult as identification has been difficult.  Training was provided to assist in identifying and 
creating a safe environment.   

Commissioner Zepeda noted that the focus is on work force development.  Some non-profits have connections 
with corporations but it would be nice to see more small business leaders connect with corporation leaders. 

Mr. Kim stated that communication, coordination, and collaboration have improved. He gave the example of 
how seven (7) years ago the JJC system wrap around model the coordination and collaboration wasn’t there.  
Previously there had been resistance in getting everyone together.  Each agency was used to doing things as 
they used to do them.  Once the group owned the meeting, they began to engage one another in trying to 
come up with different plans for the youth.  The schools have a more buy-in as they are part of the process in 
getting the youth back in school quickly after being released from the JJC.  
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Related to employment opportunities, Mr. Kim said many clients have trouble doing months of training 
without pay. Additionally, the high school diploma or GED, Math Test or a CDL are also barriers to employment 
that sometimes occur.  

ITEM #7 AGENDA BUILIDING 

• Presentation of advice (RE Ad Hoc Committee)
• Update on the 6-month extension
• Urban Strategies gap analysis

ITEM #8 ADJOURNMENT 

It was moved by Commissioner Shelby to adjourn the meeting; seconded by Commissioner Hunter. 
6 Ayes.   Motion passed. 

Adjourned at 7:30pm 
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MEETING MINUTES FOR JOING MEETING AND MYOC MEETING 

MEASURE Y OVERSIGHT and SAFETY AND SERVICES OVERSIGHT COMMISSION 
JOINT MEETING 
May 18, 2015 

Council Chambers 

ITEM #1: CALL TO ORDER 

The meeting was called to order by SSOC Chairperson Curtis Flemming at 6:05PM 

ITEM #2 ROLL CALL – MYOC 

Present: Chairperson Jose Dorado (late) 
Vice Chairperson Peter Barnett 
Commissioner Ryan Hunter 
Commissioner Lirio Zepeda 

Excused: Commissioner Mara Velez 
Commissioner Lanenna Joiner 
Commissioner Melanie Shelby 

Absent:  Commissioner Qa’id Aqeel 
Commissioner Kisha Jackson 
Commissioner Jamila Edwards Brooks 

ROLL CALL – SSOC 

Chairperson Curtis Flemming 
Vice Chairperson Jennifer Madden 
Commissioner Rebecca Alvarado 
Commissioner Letitia Henderson 
Commissioner Tony Marks-Block 
Commissioner Kevin McPherson 

Excused: Commissioner Jody Nunez 
Commissioner Gary “Malachi” Scott 
Commissioner Melanie Shelby 

ITEM #3: AGENDA APPROVAL 

MYOC Vice Chairperson Peter Barnett made a motion to table item #7.  No second was made.  Motion failed. 

ITEM #4: COORDINATOR’S ANNOUNCEMENTS – Chantal Cotton Gaines 

Ms. Cotton Gaines addressed the concern that members of the SSOC had with possible conflict of interest 
while serving on the Commission.  She has forwarded these concerns to both the Public Ethics Commission and 
the City Attorney’s Office, and is awaiting their opinion on the matter.  She thanked the members for being 
conservative with these concerns while preserving the public trust. 

Ms. Cotton Gaines spoke with SSOC Chairperson Curtis Flemming regarding On-line tools.  A website similar to 
the MYOC will be set up for the SSOC to house all documents for the public to view.  In addition staff will add 
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an on-line calendar and a possible Dropbox for other documents to be housed.  If you have any other items 
you are interested in, let her know. 

Ms. Gaines addressed the MYOC Upcoming Agendas.   Due to the volume of this joint meeting’s agenda, the 
Quarterly Reports from HSD and OPD will have to be discussed at the August 17th MYOC meeting. 

ITEM #5: OPEN FORUM 

Several members of the public spoke in the support of extending MYOC programming for 6 months, while 
allowing staff time to work on the RFP. 

ITEM #6: MYOC AD HOC COMMITTEE UPDATE 

MYOC Chairperson Dorado shared a document prepared by members of the MOYC .  The document provides 
advice from MYOC to the SSOC which included: 

• Be prepared for meetings
• Advise City Council and focus on public attention
• Give your advice
• Engage with City Staff
• Have trainings in the ordinances and state laws which pertain to your Commission
• Set your own priorities
• Define what your roles are

The MYOC respectfully asked that the SSOC takes the guidelines under advisement, and are willing to assist in 
any way possible. 

ITEM #7: MEASURE Y EVALUATOR PRESENTATION -  Dr. Patricia Marrone and 
  Dr. Mikaela Rabinowitz 

Dr. Bennett and Dr. Rabinowitz provided a Powerpoint presentation which summarized their findings in the full 
report, which all members have been previously provided. 

MEASURE Y OVERSIGHT COMMISSION MEETING 
May 18, 2015 

Council Chambers 

ITEM #1: CALL TO ORDER by Chairperson Dorado at 7:05pm – No Quorum established 

ITEM #2: AGENDA APPROVAL  

Not discussed 

ITEM #3: APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
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Minutes for February 9, 2015 and April 22, 2015 meetings cannot be approved, as a quorum has not been 
established. 

ITEM #4: AGENDA BUILDING 

• HSD & OPD Quarterly Reports
• Gap analysis from Urban Strategies
• 6 month extension report

ITEM #5: MYOC QUARTERLY REPORT 

Include guidelines presented to SSOC as well as concerns regarding lack of data in the Evaluation as well as 
concerns with OPD payroll. 

Meeting adjourned. 
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MEMO TO: MEASURE Y OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE 

F R O M: PETER KIM 
MANAGER, OAKLAND UNITE PROGRAMS 

SUBJECT: URBAN STRATEGIES REPORT 

D A T E:  August 12, 2015 

The attached documents are the PowerPoint and the summary about the gap analysis study  
from Urban Strategies, a consultant for the City. This information was requested by the MYOC 
for a report presentation and it will be presented by Human Services staff. 
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Prepared for the 

City of Oakland Department of Human Services 

Under Contract PO# 2014014033 

An Analysis of Gaps and Assets to Enhance Violence 
Prevention Outcomes in Oakland, California:  
Summary Findings and Recommendations 

Prepared by 

April 2015 
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2 

Urban Strategies Council is a social impact organization that uses research, policy,  collaboration, and 
advocacyto achieve equity and social justice.  The Council’s mission is to eliminate persistent poverty by 
working with partners to transform low-income neighborhoods into vibrant, healthy communities. 

Urban Strategies Council 
1720 Broadway, 2nd Floor 
Oakland, California  94612 
www.urbanstrategies.org 

Prevention Institute is an Oakland-based nonprofit, national center dedicated to improving 
community health and wellbeing by building momentum for effective primary prevention. 
Primary prevention means taking action to build resilience and to prevent problems before 
they occur. The Institute’s work is characterized by a strong commitment to community 
participation and promotion of equitable health outcomes among all social and economic 
groups. Since its founding in 1997, the organization has focused on community prevention, 
injury and violence prevention, health equity, healthy eating and active living, positive youth 
development, health system transformation and mental health and wellbeing.  

Prevention Institute  
221 Oak Street  
Oakland, CA 94607 
www.preventioninstitute.org 

Produced under a Creative Commons 
Zero License. All uses permitted. 
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Introduction

In many ways, Oakland is thriving—it’s one of three major cities in a booming region, it’s a hub for 

commerce and culture in the East Bay, and a destination known for its diversity, activism and roots. But 

Oakland also has been hampered for too long by violence. Safety is the number one priority of Oakland 

residents, and rightly so. Violence has become so common in some neighborhoods that it seems 

endemic and normal, instead of something that can be prevented.  

As evidenced by the passage of Measure Y in 2004 and Measure Z in 2014, Oakland residents know that 

law enforcement and violence suppression cannot stand alone. Public safety has long been a top priority 

among local voters, and there is widespread and long-standing support in Oakland for a balanced 

approach to violence with investments in community policing, as well as prevention and intervention 

strategies. While Measure Y has been a tremendous asset for the City and a model for other locales 

around the country, Measure Y and burgeoning police reforms alone are insufficient to maximize 

Oakland’s violence prevention efforts. The underlying contributors to violence will take a concerted 

effort to address, necessarily engaging evermore partners and leveraging Oakland’s limited resources 

wherever possible. Emerging successes in cities around the country can also inform Oakland’s strategies. 

Essential elements of success go beyond programming to include strategic plans, integrated data 

sharing, and formal structures for collaboration. Indeed, among the largest cities in the U.S., those with 

the most collaboration across multiple sectors also have the lowest rates of violence.1 

Despite structural challenges, there are many opportunities to make headway and much great work to 

build upon. These findings and recommendations for creating safe communities throughout Oakland are 

informed by Urban Strategies Council products on violence prevention gaps and assets, as well as 

interviews with nine city leaders. (See Appendix A: List of Interviewees.) Interviews took place in 

February and March 2015 with the explicit purpose of understanding commonalities and shared 

priorities for policy and programming, understanding key barriers and challenges and opportunities for 

overcoming them, and identifying potential structures and supports to maximize Oakland’s investments 

and improve outcomes further. 
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Findings 

1. Violence is one of the city’s biggest and most important challenges, and there is strong

support for finding solutions that will work for Oakland. Oakland’s residents and leaders are deeply 

concerned about high levels of violence and seek solutions. It’s clear that too many people are impacted 

by violence and there is too much fear. While this plays out differently in various parts of the city, it is 

nevertheless a common concern. At the same time, there is a sense that there is a brazenness in 

Oakland and, further, that behaviors are tolerated that would be unacceptable in other places, including 

speeding, for example, as well as sideshows and violence.  The pervasiveness of violence makes it seem 

too much the norm, and there is the risk of desensitization and resignation to the status quo. For 

example, when “innocent victims” are harmed—children and, recently, a young mother, there is strong 

outcry. In contrast, violence that affect the majority of victims, largely young men of color, are perhaps 

seen as normal or more acceptable. Oakland can be a city where every life is valued and any loss of life is 

considered a tragedy. Oakland can renew its commitment to ever more effective solutions that will work 

for the whole city and all residents. An example cited in one interview was a lack of observance of speed 

limits in Oakland, while drivers slow down just across the bridge when they reach Alameda. There is a 

need to shift norms away from violence and “anything goes” and toward hope and opportunity for 

everyone.  

2. There is agreement on the leading factors that contribute to violence in Oakland, and these

factors align with the research. Factors that increase or reduce the likelihood of violence are known as 

risk and resilience factors, respectively. Risk factors are conditions or characteristics in individuals, 

families, communities and society that increase the likelihood that violence will occur.2 Resilience factors 

are conditions or characteristics in individuals, families, communities and society that are protective, 

thus reducing the likelihood that violence will occur, even in the presence of risk factors.3 No one factor 

alone can be credited with causing or preventing violence; it is the accumulation of risk factors without 

compensatory resilience factors that puts individuals, families and communities at risk.4 Effective 

violence prevention efforts are those that reduce risk factors and strengthen resilience factors. Among 

city leaders, there is agreement about key risk factors that contribute to violence in Oakland. The most 

commonly named factors include economic and educational factors, social inequities, and lack of 

opportunities and alternatives to violence for young people. In addition, family factors and conditions, 

the widespread availability of guns, pervasive trauma, and a lack of hope were identified as key issues.  

3. There is agreement on the factors that could be most protective against violence in Oakland,

and these factors align with the research. In addition to intervention, enforcement and policing 

strategies, there is an understanding of the need for prevention strategies that bolster priority resilience 

factors. The most commonly identified resilience factors include: enhanced employment opportunities, 

through better jobs, workforce development, and career pathways; improved educational outcomes; 

positive activities for young people and alternatives to violence; positive early childhood development; 

reduced exposure to trauma and violence; housing; and supportive re-entry. 
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The emphasis on these resilience factors underscores Oakland’s support for upfront prevention 

strategies. At the same time, there is recognition that strategies to bolster these factors are not yet fully 

implemented. While Oakland UNITE, for example, is seen as an important resource for addressing some 

of these, it’s clear that it cannot bring these strategies to scale on its own, particularly given the level 

and intensity of need and the importance of engaging many other partners and coordinating efforts to 

address this array of resilience factors.  

4. Even as there is agreement on underlying risk and resilience factors for violence in Oakland,

the strategies most often cited as effective tend be on the intervention and enforcement side. There is 

room to focus more substantially on the underlying factors for violence through effective prevention 

strategies. Aside from Oakland UNITE prevention programs, the strongest elements identified by city 

leaders to address violence tend to be intervention, enforcement and policing strategies. Of particular 

note is the current iteration of Operation Ceasefire, and street outreach and interruption strategies are 

also seen as effective. The value of community policing was also noted, as was the notion that there are 

varying definitions of community policing and there is value is having a shared definition. There is 

support for police department efforts to improve trust with residents and communities affected by 

violence. Restorative justice programs were also noted as being extremely valuable. There was strong 

support for the need to bring multiple programs to scale to maximize impact, as well as recognition of 

the challenges of doing so.  

5. There are large disparities in violence and in risk and resilience factors across Oakland

neighborhoods. Understanding the distribution of violence, as well as of risk and resilience factors, can 

inform the allocation of resources and prioritization of investment in specific neighborhoods and 

populations. The stressor rankings are local measures of violence-related stress that allow for 

comparison of the relative levels of need across Oakland’s community police beats at a single point in 

time (see Figure 1).  

The stressor rankings are purely a measure of relative need. The latest model includes data on crime 

incidence (juvenile and adult arrests, domestic violence reports, shootings and homicides, other violent 

crime, and burglaries), adult probationers, chronic absence from school, suspensions from school for 

violent incidents, and a proxy for poverty. These data come from a variety of sources and many reflect 

snapshots from 2013 while others reflect mid-2014 data. The lowest rankings (e.g., 50-57 on the map on 

page 8) indicate the lowest concentration of stressors in a community. As Figure 1 shows, large 

disparities in violence-related stressors exist across Oakland neighborhoods. Neighborhoods in East 

Oakland and West Oakland have the highest concentrations of high-stress police beats. These highly-

stressed neighborhoods are consistently identified over time as impacted by violence, and the people 

who reside in these communities experience higher levels of factors known to increase individual and 

community violence risk. The stressors reinforce the need to pursue community-level strategies to build 

a safer Oakland. They also point to school-aged children and youth and young adults as two populations 

who may benefit most from strategies that prevent violence. 
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At times, Oakland can appear to be a divided city in terms of its violent crime—home invasion burglary 

and armed robberies in the city’s more affluent neighborhoods in the hills, and shootings and homicides 

in the city’s lower-income neighborhoods in the flatlands. It’s important that residents and policymakers 

understand that the same actors are responsible for all types of violent crime around the city, and that 

these different forms of violence are symptoms of the same root problems. This suggests that, in the 

short-term, policing strategies that use data to identify these actors and offer alternatives, such as 

through the city’s Ceasefire program, will likely have an impact throughout and the city. In the long-

term, addressing the risk and resilience factors that contribute to or are protective against a ‘pipeline’ 

into criminality will have a broader, more sustainable impact on violence and safety throughout the city.  

Figure 1: Police Beats by Stressor Ranking 

6. There is agreement about desired outcomes—a safe, thriving Oakland. This consensus can

inform the development of a shared vision. A shared vision can help align efforts, inform priorities, and 

build momentum in a common direction. Themes on desired outcomes that emerged are: significant, 

visible and sustained reductions in violence crime; young people feel connected to school and 

community; people feel safe in their neighborhoods; hope and opportunity for everyone; cooperative, 
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trusting relationships between police and the community; systems that act early for Oaklanders in a way 

that prevents violence down the road and keeps young people on a path to success; and every 

Oaklander is able to access gainful, meaningful employment and/or attend college. 

7. The absence of structural supports and formal mechanisms has hampered the city from

maximizing outcomes. City leaders recognize that a number of challenges will need to be overcome to 

more systematically maximize the city’s investments and leverage existing resources. These challenges 

include: the absence of a formal mechanism for ongoing coordination; inadequate resources to match 

the breadth of the problem and bring what’s working well to scale; absence of coordinated resources or 

a coordinated framework to better leverage existing resources; the need for a unified vision under 

which to coordinate and mobilize action; the need for a unified plan; historical challenges related to 

community-police trust; and the absence of a clear place or mechanism for responsibility and 

accountability. 

There is a shared understanding that solutions must go beyond the police and law enforcement 

strategies – as evidenced by support for Oakland UNITE programs – but these strategies are also 

frequently identified as being the most accountable. People recognize that Oakland cannot arrest its 

way out of the problem and that core risk and resilience factors for violence go well beyond the 

mandate of law enforcement, but in the absence of clear mechanisms for accountability, the police 

department may continue to be the default player for addressing violence in Oakland. Having an explicit 

mechanism for accountability, e.g. explicit roles for multiple sectors and shared indicators for success, 

could help clarify who is responsible for each component and how each partner can be held 

accountable.   

8. There’s a common understanding that the problem of violence is “bigger than the police,” and

there is great interest in multi-sector roles, contributions and partnerships, and in leveraging the 

breadth of Oakland’s resources. There is an opportunity to enhance the city’s effectiveness by engaging 

multiple sectors and clarifying their roles to prevent violence. In one of Strategic Policy Partnership’s 

reports, “Addressing Crime in Oakland: Zeroing Out Crime, a Strategy for Total Community Action,” the 

authors listed multiple city departments and noted current programs that could be in service to a safer 

city.5 Since that report was issued, the possibility of engagement hasn’t been realized. Even as city 

leaders note the potential roles and contributions that multiple city agencies could make, there was the 

acknowledgement that, for example, “It might be that libraries and parks and rec don’t know their role 

in this.” Without a unified, multi-sector plan, it’s likely that most people will continue to think of 

Ceasefire, policing and Oakland UNITE as the city’s violence prevention approach, without leveraging 

other existing resources that could enhance outcomes.  

Coordination across agencies, and coordinated funding in particular, were identified as an important 

mechanism for existing programs and resources to have an even greater impact. While there are 

realistic concerns about resources and scale, there is also an opportunity to leverage and better 

coordinate existing resources in service of safer Oakland communities. For example, workforce 

development was noted as an important strategy in support of a safer Oakland. For example, with the 
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passage of Measure N, the Oakland College and Career Readiness for All Act, there is the opportunity to 

coordinate workforce development strategies with Oakland UNITE both to prioritize investments toward 

a common goal, reduce potential duplication of effort, and ensure that Measure N resources are 

supporting a safer Oakland as appropriate.  

9. There is support for a unified violence prevention plan to prevent violence in Oakland and to

Unite people under a shared vision. City leaders see the value of having a unified plan and identified a 

number of advantages to such a unified plan. These include: it would allow for a focus to be maintained 

by city leaders; clarifies priorities; allows for the development of common definitions and shared 

understanding of key terms and issues (e.g. community policing, prevention, roles of multiple sectors, 

etc.); creates the opportunity for many sectors besides the police to engage in solutions, which is what’s 

needed to be most effective; co-creates; creates a platform for better coordination; overcomes 

traditional silos between sectors and/or different branches of city leadership;  and could lend a laser-like 

focus on violence prevention, including priority risk and resilience factors for each relevant department. 

Measures Y and Z were repeatedly identified as tremendous assets for Oakland. That notwithstanding, 

Oakland UNITE and particularly Measure Y has served as a proxy for the city’s violence prevention plan 

to date. This may have contributed to an overreliance on Measure Y funding without the platform to 

understand how additional or existing resources can also contribute to solutions. This overreliance may 

also place unrealistic expectations on Measure Y outcomes that are out of proportion to the funding 

level. Having a more comprehensive plan can clarify the appropriate and strategic contributions for 

Measure Z funding – and Ceasefire – in the context of other efforts.  

10. An indicators framework could increase public understanding of what works to prevent

violence and help prioritize allocation of resources. Because violence is complex and its prevention is 

not widely understood, there is value in having tools or frameworks that can more readily convey the 

comprehensive nature of solutions. Particularly in Oakland where policing, Ceasefire and Measure Y 

have largely been seen as the whole of the city’s approach, a more comprehensive and inclusive 

approach needs to be conveyed to policymakers and the public.  

For example, Los Angeles developed a Community Safety Scorecard to inform resource allocation based 

on need, to convey clearly key factors associated with violence, and to track progress. Based on 

correlation analysis and available datasets at the ZIP code level, 18 indicators were selected in four 

categories – safety, school, risk factors and protective factors. Such indicator frameworks and scorecards 

can help change the conversation, and capture a broader audience. They can also help communicate a 

theory of change to the public in a way that overcomes the skepticism about the city’s ability to be 

effective on this issue.  

Among city leaders, there is agreement on the value of a shared indicator framework that 

communicates the kinds of indicators that will need to move one way or the other to impact the city’s 

violence rates over time. Not surprisingly, city leaders identified indicators consistent with the risk and 

resilience factors they identified. These include: chronic absenteeism, childhood trauma and child abuse, 
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availability of weapons, high school graduation rates, 3rd grade reading levels, school readiness, 

community activities, unemployment/employment, community deterioration, police officer retention 

rates, affordable housing, connection to a caring adult, living-wage jobs, employability, and job skills for 

probationers. Unfortunately, some of these key indicators along a development continuum or at the 

community level are not tracked. 

Having an indicator framework for shared accountability could also help multiple sectors understand 

their own contributions to violence prevention and advance the kind of collective action necessary to 

prevent violence. Because of the complexity of violence, any single person or group is wary of being held 

individually accountable. The shared framework can convey: 1) the range of activities needed for 

success, 2) the need for a balanced approach, 3) the wisdom of a developmental approach, and 4) the 

necessity of community-level strategies that support individual outcomes.  

Taking all of these factors and available data into account, Prevention Institute and Urban Strategies 

Council developed a draft indicator framework for the city’s consideration as it develops a more unified 

approach. The proposed framework for Oakland’s violence prevention efforts addresses risk and 

resilience factors across a developmental continuum and includes those at the community level (see 

Figure 2.) 

At the individual level, key indicators are provided across a developmental continuum – ages 0-5, 6-17, 

18-24, and 25-35. At each developmental stage, key indicators reflect the relative risk of future violence. 

The ultimate success of the individual-level violence prevention strategies depends on effective action 

that addresses the community-level conditions associated with violence. While services often are more 

visible and easily understood by the public, actions to improve community conditions, institutional 

practices and public policies go hand in hand with those efforts. Unfortunately, data are scarce for 

important community-level violence risk and resilience factors such as trust among neighbors, social 

norms around violence, housing stability, access to reliable transportation, and alcohol outlet density.  

The four community-level indicators selected in the proposed Oakland framework are neighborhood 

recreation programs, block clubs and community associations, unemployment, and graffiti and illegal 

dumping. These represent available data about of some of the community-level risk or resilience factors, 

and are proxies for community cohesion, economic opportunity, and neighborhood conditions: 

 Community cohesion: The presence of regular recreation programs and the average number of

block clubs and community associations both are indications of neighborhood support and

connectedness. High levels of neighborhood support and connectedness reduce the risk of

youth violence, intimate partner and sexual violence, child and elder abuse, and suicide.6 Data

on the number of recreation programs, block clubs, and community associations is forthcoming

from the City of Oakland.

 Economic opportunity: Oakland’s annual unemployment rate of 11.9 percent in 2013 was the

highest among cities in Alameda County.7 High rates of unemployment are linked to increased

perpetration of youth violence, child maltreatment, intimate partner and sexual violence.8
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Reducing and preventing violence in Oakland will depend on increasing employment among 

Oakland residents, particularly in neighborhoods of high unemployment. 

 Neighborhood conditions: The 2,677 graffiti reports and 20,337 reports of illegal dumping in

2013 provide a baseline against which to measure progress in creating neighborhoods where

residents are able to act together to improve the conditions surrounding them.

The significance and relative importance of community-police relations is underscored by attention to 

indicators that can reflect trust between the community and police, such as residents’ willingness to 

provide tips. Such support from residents can be an important contributor to the department’s ability to 

clear homicide cases. 

Finally, improvements in indicators at the individual level across the developmental continuum, at the 

community level in support of safety, and at the community-police level should ultimately result in 

improved community safety, indicated by outcome measures. 
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Figure 2: Framework for Oakland Violence Prevention Indicators 
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Early Childhood 
(Ages 0-5) 

Childhood & 
Adolescence 
(Ages 6-17) 

Transition-Age Youth 
(Ages 18-24) 

Young Adults 
(Ages 25-35) 

Individual-
Level 
Indicators 

• CHILD
MALTREATMENT 
• SCHOOL READINESS

• CHRONIC ABSENCE

• 3RD GRADE READING
• CONNECTION TO
SCHOOL 
• PERCEPTIONS OF
SAFETY AT SCHOOL 

• GRADUATION RATE

• VIOLENT OFFENSES

• LIVING WAGE
• HIGH-RISK PROBATIONERS

Community-
Level 
Indicators 

NEIGHBORHOOD RECREATION PROGRAMS 
BLOCK CLUBS & COMMUNITY ASSOCIATIONS 

UNEMPLOYMENT 
GRAFFITTI & ILLEGAL DUMPING 

Community-
Police 
Indicators 

INFORMANT TIPS & COMMUNITY CALLS 
POLICE OFFICER RETENTION RATE1 

HOMICIDE CLEARANCE 

Outcome 
Indicators 

HOMICIDES 
GUN-SHOT EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT VISITS BY YOUTH 

SHOOTINGS 
AGGRAVATED ASSAULTS 

ROBBERIES 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE INCIDENTS 
RAPES 

1
 Retention rate calculation will exclude retirements. 

 Also in stressors model.
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Figure 3: Baseline Data for Proposed Oakland Violence Prevention Indicators 
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Early Childhood 
(Ages 0-5) 

Childhood & 
Adolescence 
(Ages 6-17) 

Transition-Age Youth 
(Ages 18-24) 

Young Adults 
(Ages 25-35) 

Individual-
Level 
Indicators 

• CHILD MALTREATMENT: 2.4
substantiated cases of child 
abuse or neglect per 1,000 
children ages 1-5 in Alameda 
County in 2013 (231 cases) 
• SCHOOL READINESS: 40% of
kindergarteners were ready for 
school in all domains in OUSD 
in 2013 

• CHRONIC ABSENCE:
11.5% of OUSD students 
were chronically absent 
(4,184 out of 36,240 
students) in 2013-14 
• 3RD GRADE READING:
37% of OUSD 3rd graders 
were proficient or above 
in English (1,350 of the 
3,641 tested) in 2012-13 
• CONNECTION TO
SCHOOL: 33.5% of OUSD 
9th graders  had high 
levels of connectedness to 
school in 2008-10 
• PERCEPTIONS OF
SAFETY AT SCHOOL: 44% 
of OUSD 9th graders felt 
safe or very safe at school 
in 2008-10 

• GRADUATION RATE:
62.7% of students who 
entered ninth grade four 
years prior, graduated in 
2013 (1,577 students)  
• VIOLENT OFFENSES:
154 youth aged 18-24 in 
Oakland on probation 
due to violent offenses, 
as of 7/1/2013 

• LIVING WAGE: 70.9% of workers
29 and under with living wage jobs 
in 2012 
• HIGH-RISK PROBATIONERS: 548
probationers ages 25-35 in 
Oakland assessed at high or very 
high level of risk of reoffending 
with violence as of 7/1/2013 (462 
high and 86 very high risk) 

Community-
Level 
Indicators 

Percentage of neighborhoods with regular recreation programs* 
Average number of block clubs and community associations per neighborhood* 

Unemployment rate of 11.4% in Oakland in 2013 
2,677 graffiti reports and 20,337 reports of illegal dumping in 2013 

Policing 
Indicators 

Number of informant tips and community calls* 
Retention rate for Oakland Police Department (excluding retirements)* 

38% of homicides were cleared in 2013 

Outcome 
Indicators 

90 reported homicides in Oakland in 2013 
183 emergency department visits due to gunshot injuries among youth aged 18-24 in Oakland in 2012 

1,020 reported shootings in Oakland in 2013 
3,491 aggravated assaults in Oakland in 2013 

5,151 robberies in Oakland in 2013 
8,872 reported incidents of domestic violence in Oakland in 2013 

 210 reported rapes in Oakland in 2013 
*Data to come from City of Oakland.
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Recommendations

The city expressed its commitment to a balanced approach through Measure Y and the reauthorization 

of Measure Z, and there is growing success in the current iteration of Ceasefire. Despite these efforts, 

however, violence remains far too entrenched and the city is unsafe in too many places. Even beyond 

Oakland Unite and Ceasefire, there are numerous investments in Oakland—strong, capable non-profit 

organizations and a high priority placed on community safety. Looking at what’s working in other cities 

and building off the needs identified in this paper, Oakland can take steps to enhance its effectiveness, 

maximize its investments and leverage its limited resources.  

1. Develop a balanced, comprehensive multi-sector plan to prevent violence in Oakland that clarifies

the prioritized actions for reducing violence.

A good prevention plan reduces risk factors for violence and bolsters resilience factors, promotes

coordination, is responsive to constituent needs and concerns, and builds on best practices and

existing strengths. It can be the foundation for sustainable, effective, scalable and efficient efforts.

Key components of strategy development may include: clarifying vision, goal, and directives;

identifying the needs and assets; establishing decision making processes and criteria; determining

and engaging the support of key constituents and decision makers; evaluating program

effectiveness; fostering sustainability; and ensuring that resources are being appropriately used.

Mayor Libby Schaaf, Council President Lynette Gibson McElhaney, Superintendent Antwan Wilson 

and Police Chief Sean Whent launched a multi-sector planning process in March 2015. This presents 

a timely and unprecedented opportunity to build off the findings and analyses presented in this 

report and to move the city toward a unified vision and coordinated approach. 

The comprehensive community safety plan should be data-driven, including using the stressors to 

prioritize resource allocation. Moving forward, the city should create mechanisms to evaluate 

efforts and measure progress. For example, data on community-level risk and resilience factors in 

Oakland are not currently readily available, but could be collected and shared. This could include 

data on alcohol outlet density, neighborhood cohesion, social norms around violence and gender 

roles, and family connectedness. It also would be beneficial to collect and share additional data on 

transition-age youth and young adults, two groups at greater risk of experiencing violence as both 

victims and perpetrators. The shared indicator framework could serve as a starting frame for the 

planning process or as a model for shared accountability (see Figure 2). A comprehensive 

community safety plan could align the many substantial violence prevention efforts currently 

underway and, for example, align relevant funding in support of achieving shared outcomes and as a 

way to achieve scale to the extent possible. 

2. Create an ongoing mechanism or forum for coordination across city efforts, and with the

community and with the County.

Collaboration and the staffing to support it are critical because no one person, group, organization,

department or agency has the responsibility or ability to prevent violence alone. In fact, violence
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prevention requires multiple private, public and community players coming together in a strategic 

and coordinated way. Further, dedicated staffing situated at the city government level can staff a 

coalition, implement activities, help ensure accountability, and coordinate activities, communication 

and data-sharing among key sectors and the community. The structure should be set up as 

mechanism to help implement the city’s plan. A clear structure can delineate where lead violence 

prevention staff members are housed, who they report to, the key partners engaged in the 

collaboration, the frequency and nature of meeting, how department and agency directors are held 

accountable, and who is responsible for what. Being clear about the structure can help clarify the 

breadth of players at the table and how and for what purpose subcommittees exist. 

3. Communicate to all stakeholders – including city agencies and the public – the need for a

comprehensive multi-sector approach and develop benchmarks that would support reductions in

violence.

It will be valuable to build an understanding about why a comprehensive plan is needed, the city’s

theory of change for how violence will be reduced, and the roles and contributions of multiple

sectors. As part of the planning process, it will be important to engage multiple sectors in

understanding how they can contribute to shared outcomes in support of a safer Oakland.

4. Continuously build capacity to implement a comprehensive multi-sector plan.

Once a comprehensive plan is developed, it will be important to build capacity for implementation.

This includes attending to data-sharing and -integration needs relevant to indicators and service

data, as well as ongoing training for multiple sectors to reinforce their roles in making Oakland a

safer city.
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Appendix A: List of Interviewees 

The following City leaders were interviewed by Prevention Institute staff in February and March 

2015: 

Councilmember Desley Brooks 

Councilmember Annie Campbell Washington 

Councilmember Noel Gallo 

Council President Lynette Gibson McElhaney  

Councilmember Abel Guillen  

Councilmember Dan Kalb  

Mayor Libby Schaaf  

Police Chief Sean Whent 

Assistant Police Chief Paul Figueroa 
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Universal Prevention 

Most OFCY Programs 
Oakland Unite Restorative Justice 

Parks and Recreation 
Workforce Development 

Community Colleges 
Full-Service Community Schools 

And others 
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Targeted Prevention 

Oakland Unite Programs: 
Gang Prevention 

Our Kids/Our Families 
Reentry Employment 

Some OFCY Programs 
Alameda County Violence 

Prevention Initiative 

Alameda County Behavioral Health 

And others 
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Intensive Prevention 

Ceasefire 
Oakland Unite Programs: 

Highland Hospital        
Intervention 

JJC/OUSD Wraparound 
Oakland Street Outreach 
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Proposed Indicators 
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Early Childhood 
(Ages 0-5) 

Childhood & 
Adolescence 
(Ages 6-17) 

Transition-Age Youth 
(Ages 18-24) 

Young Adulthood 
(Ages 25-35) 

Individual-
Level Indicators 

• CHILD

MALTREATMENT 

• SCHOOL READINESS

• CHRONIC ABSENCE

• 3RD GRADE READING

• CONNECTION TO

SCHOOL 

• PERCEPTIONS OF

SAFETY AT SCHOOL 

• GRADUATION RATE

• VIOLENT OFFENSES

• LIVING WAGE

• HIGH-RISK

PROBATIONERS 

Community-
Level Indicators 

NEIGHBORHOOD RECREATION PROGRAMS 
BLOCK CLUBS & COMMUNITY ASSOCIATIONS 

UNEMPLOYMENT 
GRAFFITTI & ILLEGAL DUMPING 

Policing 
Indicators 

INFORMANT TIPS & COMMUNITY CALLS 
POLICE OFFICER RETENTION RATE (excluding retirements) 

HOMICIDE CLEARANCE 

Outcome  
Indicators 

HOMICIDES 
GUN-SHOT EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT VISITS BY YOUTH 

SHOOTINGS 
AGGRAVATED ASSAULTS 

ROBBERIES 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

RAPES 
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2014 Stressor Rankings 

• Point-in-time index

• Allows for comparison of violence-related need across police
beats 

• Lowest rankings (highest numbers) indicate the lowest
concentrations of stressors 

• Includes measures of
o Crime incidence
oAdult probationers
o Chronic absence from school
o Suspensions from school for violent incidents
oA proxy for poverty (CalFresh participation)
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2014 Stressors 
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Summary Findings 

 Violence is one of the city’s biggest and most important challenges,

and there is strong support for finding solutions that will work for

Oakland.

 There is agreement on the leading factors that contribute to

violence in Oakland, and these factors align with research.

 There is agreement on the factors that could be most protective

against violence in Oakland, and these factors align with research.
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Leading Risk Factors 

 Economic factors
 Educational factors
 Social inequities
 Lack of opportunities and alternatives to

violence for young people
 Family factors and conditions
 Widespread availability of guns
 Pervasive trauma
 Lack of hope 40



Leading Resilience Factors 

 Enhanced employment opportunities
 Improved educational outcomes
 Positive activities for young people and

alternatives to violence
 Positive early childhood development
 Reduced exposure to trauma and violence
 Housing
 Supportive re-entry
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Summary Findings 

 Even as there is agreement on underlying risk and resilience
factors for violence in Oakland, the strategies most often
cited as effective tend to be on the intervention and
enforcement side.  There is room to more substantially
focus on the underlying factors for violence through
effective prevention strategies.

 There is agreement about desired outcomes – a safe,
thriving Oakland.
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Summary Findings 

 The absence of structural supports and formal mechanisms
has hampered the city from maximizing outcomes.

 There’s a common understanding that the problem of
violence is “bigger than the police,” and there is great
interest in multi-sector roles, contributions and
partnerships, and in leveraging the breadth of Oakland’s
resources.

 There is support for a unified violence prevention plan to
prevent violence in Oakland and to unite people under a
shared vision.
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Memorandum 

TO: Measure Y Oversight Committee 

FROM: Donneshia Nell Taylor, Fiscal Manager 

SUBJECT: OPD Financial Quarterly Report 

DATE:  August 4, 2015 

On a quarterly basis, the Oakland Police Department compiles Measure Y data and presents the 
information at the Measure Y Oversight Committee meeting. The information in this memo 
represents the Measure Y data through the second quarter of fiscal year (FY) 2014-15 (July – 
December 2014). 

As of December 31, 2014, total FY 2014-15 Oakland Police Department expenditures in 
Measure Y were $6,923,808. 

Patrol:      The program expenditures represent the Department’s labor and operating and 
maintenance expenditures associated with the problem solving officers and crime reduction team 
members assigned to Measure Y positions. These charges total $6,708,765 in labor, of which 
$438,168 was for overtime. A total of $215,043 was spent on training and equipment, such as 
charges for cell phones, minor tools, computers, and community policing training. 

FY 2014-15 operations and maintenance expenditures through December 31, 2014: 

Line Item Description Amount 
Equipment and Office Supplies $41,517 
Service Expenditures $9,863 
Contract Service Expenditures $2,500 
Travel and Education Expenditures $59,915 
Internal Service / Work Order Expenditures $101,239 
Other Expenditures and Prior Budget Accounts $8 

Total $215,043 

Overtime:    Overtime spending is typically associated with community meetings, holiday 
overtime, court time, and extension of shift due to projects that cannot be completed during 
normal operating hours.  

ATTACHMENT  5
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Violence Prevention and Public Saftey Act (Measure Y)

Fy 2013-2014 Budget Year- to Date Expenditures for the Quarter Ending December 31, 2014

FTE Budget Quarter Encumbered Year -to-Date
(1 July 2014 - 30 June 2015) (Uncollected)/Unspent

ANNUAL REVENUES
Voter Approved Special Tax 15,059,351 7,672,018 - 7,953,912 (7,105,439) 
Parking Tax 3,632,900 2,201,515 - 3,765,425 132,525 
Interest & Other Misc. 108,134 1,248 - 4,610 (103,524) 
Transfer from Fund Balance 5,454,764 - - (5,454,764) 

Total ANNUAL REVENUES 24,255,149$  9,874,781$  -$  11,723,947$  (12,531,202)$  

ANNUAL EXPENDITURES 

City Administrator
Admin Project

Personnel 118,688 36,530 - 63,560 55,128 
Contracts 23,888 7,140 10,175 7,140 6,573 

Admin Project Total 0.30 142,576 43,670 10,175 70,700 61,701
DHS - Measure Y CCNI

Personnel 227,241 56,592 - 112,540 114,701 
Materials 35,840 459 - 3,436 32,404 
Contracts 152,923 - - 152,923 
Prior Year Budget (63,266) - - - (63,266) 
Overheads and Prior Year Adjustments (219,361) - - - (219,361) 

DHS - Measure Y CCNI Total 2.00 133,377.00$  57,051.00$  -$  115,976.00$ 17,401
Measure Y Evaluation

Personnel 120,652 - - 4,363 116,289 
Materials 6,980 1,732 54 3,463 3,463 
Contracts 493,047 61,000 61,000 61,000 371,047 
Prior Year Budget 181,187 - - - 181,187 

Measure Y Evaluation Total 0.50 801,866 62,732 61,054 68,826 671,986
City Administrator Total 2.80 1,077,819$  163,453$  71,229$ 255,502$ 751,088$  

Mayor
Personnel 65,972 15,231 - 33,577 32,395 
Prior Year Budget 16,414 - - - 16,414 

Mayor Total 0.40 82,386$  15,231$  -$  33,577$ 48,809$  

Human Services Department
Personnel 1,234,350 290,600 - 596,493 637,857 
Materials (24,699) 1,986 744 11,694 (37,137) 
Contracts 6,844,288 1,108,719 3,537,928 2,148,791 1,157,569 
Overheads and Prior Year Adjustments 25,677 - - - 25,677 
Prior Year Budget 280,632 - - - 280,632 

Human Services Department Total 8.40 8,360,248$  1,401,305$  3,538,672$ 2,756,978$ 2,064,598$  

Fire Department
Personnel 4,000,000 1,000,000 - 2,000,000 2,000,000 

Fire Department Total 0.00 4,000,000$  1,000,000$  -$  2,000,000$ 2,000,000$  

Finance Department
Materials 830 208 - 415 415 
Contracts 91,176 125,427 61,936 125,427 (96,187) 

Finance Department Total 0.00 92,006$  125,635$  61,936$ 125,842$ (95,772)$  

Police Department
Personnel 12,057,275 3,483,737 - 6,708,765 5,348,510 
Materials 720,893 116,480 249,697 212,535 258,661 
Contracts 91,276 - 7,500 2,500 81,276 
Capital Acquisitions 9,552 - 9,552 - - 
Overheads and Prior Year Adjustments - 8 8 (8) 
Prior Year Budget (156,105) - - - (156,105) 

Police Department Total 63.35 12,722,891$  3,600,225$  266,749$ 6,923,808$ 5,532,334$  

GRAND TOTAL EXPENDITURES 74.95 26,335,350 6,305,849 3,938,586 12,095,707 10,301,057
* NOTE: These are unaudited numbers
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Measure Y Officer Hours

Oct - Dec 2014

PSO

BEAT 

# OCT

TOTAL 

HRS IN 

PAY 

PERIOD NOV

TOTAL 

HRS IN 

PAY 

PERIOD DEC

TOTAL 

HRS IN 

PAY 

PERIOD

TOTAL 

PSO 

HOURS

TOTAL 

HRS IN 

PAY 

PERIOD %

Negrete, Francisco 1 85 230 190 186 130 204 405 620 65%

Bowie, Aaron J. 3 190 209 143 214 90 90 423 513 82%

Bicker, Andrew K. 4 183 195 139 162 90 90 412 447 92%

Jochim, Joseph G 5 160 186 120 186 80 120 360 492 73%

Perea, Keith Thomas 6 173 184 125 167 130 172 428 522 82%

Walker III, Nathaniel 7 140 148 140 191 160 192 440 531 83%

Muniz, Jonathan A 8 145 224 135 222 0 247 280 692 40%

Lane, Donald J 10 177 203 120 201 50 84 347 488 71%

Castro, Harold 11 177 222 110 206 50 73 337 500 67%

Trode, Jason 13 127 177 80 170 4 76 211 423 50%

Warford, Joel M 14 147 230 130 208 90 181 367 619 59%

Turner, Jason M 15 191 202 128 168 153 163 472 533 89%

Madlansacay Jr., Menandro N. 16 208 228 126 180 90 97 424 505 84%

Keden, Christopher W. 17 191 209 130 180 85 92 406 481 84%

San Andres, Richardson H. 18 152 152 143 147 40 40 335 339 99%

Garcia, Wenceslao 19 204 235 130 207 96 122 430 564 76%

Yslava, Kito A 20 172 172 134 184 163 207 469 563 83%

Pertoso, Jr., Gerald J 21 209 214 258 264 353 367 820 845 97%

Pereda, Jorge Luis 23 273 302 170 227 150 187 593 715 83%

Baddie, Melissa D 24 110 218 140 163 112 125 362 506 72%

DelMoral, Rio 26 160 219 80 206 0 128 240 552 43%

Pullen, David A 27 175 195 150 207 242 276 567 677 84%

De La Vega, Timothy 28 184 272 160 282 90 171 434 725 60%

Hernandez, Brian L 30 -2 59 140 194 100 119 238 372 64%

Ernst, David C 32 180 226 110 175 148 169 438 569 77%

Elias, Pedro 33 162 182 52 63 65 65 279 310 90%

Thaw, Eric R 34 172 181 160 208 120 155 452 544 83%

Febel, William D 35 140 230 150 284 70 85 360 599 60%

Belligan, Jason 176 199 118 200 112 125 406 523 78%

Belote, James C 162 187 200 204 91 107 453 498 91%

Breden, John P 0 0 0 0 110 112 110 112 98%

Gallinatti, Robert Richard 0 0 164 179 60 62 224 240 93%

Jurgens, Kristine Ruth 0 0 140 147 50 60 190 207 92%

Keating, John 170 181 166 196 0 40 336 417 81%

Pollard, Tuitama J 204 266 80 212 150 215 434 692 63%

Razmilovic, Kristian 0 0 0 0 117 137 117 137 85%

Soriano, Darrell J 164 169 90 131 133 162 387 462 84%

Grand Total 5,461 6,700 4,751 6,715 3,774 5,112 13,986 18,527
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Memorandum 

TO: Measure Y Oversight Committee 

FROM: Donneshia Nell Taylor, Fiscal Manager 

SUBJECT: OPD Financial Quarterly Report 

DATE:  August 11, 2015 

On a quarterly basis, the Oakland Police Department compiles Measure Y data and presents the 
information at the Measure Y Oversight Committee meeting. The information in this memo 
represents the Measure Y data through the third quarter of fiscal year (FY) 2014-15 (July 2014 – 
March 2015). 

As of March 31, 2015, total FY 2014-15 Oakland Police Department expenditures in Measure Y 
were $11,655,087. 

Patrol:      The program expenditures represent the Department’s labor and operating and 
maintenance expenditures associated with the problem solving officers and crime reduction team 
members assigned to Measure Y positions. These charges total $11,196,820 in labor, of which 
$1,116,035 was for overtime. A total of $458,267 was spent on training and equipment, such as 
charges for cell phones, minor tools, computers, and community policing training. 

FY 2014-15 operations and maintenance expenditures through March 31, 2015: 

Line Item Description Amount 
Equipment and Office Supplies $234,394 
Service Expenditures $14,148 
Contract Service Expenditures $5,000 
Travel and Education Expenditures $58,050 
Internal Service / Work Order Expenditures $146,666 
Other Expenditures and Prior Budget Accounts $8 

Total $458,267 

Overtime:    Overtime spending is typically associated with community meetings, holiday 
overtime, court time, and extension of shift due to projects that cannot be completed during 
normal operating hours.  

ATTACHMENT 6
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Violence Prevention and Public Saftey Act (Measure Y)

Fy 2013-2014 Budget Year- to Date Expenditures for the Quarter Ending March 31, 2015

FTE Budget Quarter Encumbered Year -to-Date
(1 July 2014 - 30 June 2015) (Uncollected)/Unspent

ANNUAL REVENUES
Voter Approved Special Tax 15,059,351 1,561,577 - 9,515,489 (5,543,862) 
Parking Tax 3,632,900 916,817 - 4,682,241 1,049,341 
Interest & Other Misc. 108,134 1,288 - 5,897 (102,237) 
Transfer from Fund Balance 5,454,764 - - (5,454,764) 

Total ANNUAL REVENUES 24,255,149$  2,479,682$  -$  14,203,627$  (10,051,522)$  

ANNUAL EXPENDITURES 

City Administrator
Admin Project

Personnel 118,688 37,258 - 100,819 17,869 
Materials 1,000 254 - 254 746 
Contracts 23,888 - 10,175 7,140 6,573 

Admin Project Total 0.30 143,576 37,512 10,175 108,213 25,188
DHS - Measure Y CCNI

Personnel 227,241 57,779 - 170,320 56,921 
Materials 35,840 - - 3,436 32,404 
Contracts 152,923 - - 152,923 
Prior Year Budget (63,266) - - - (63,266) 
Overheads and Prior Year Adjustments (219,361) - - - (219,361) 

DHS - Measure Y CCNI Total 2.00 133,377 57,779.00$  -$  173,756.00$ (40,379)
Measure Y Evaluation

Personnel 120,652 - - 4,363 116,289 
Materials 6,980 1,732 54 5,195 1,731 
Contracts 493,047 61,000 - 122,000 371,047 
Prior Year Budget 119,187 - - - 119,187 

Measure Y Evaluation Total 0.50 739,866 62,732 54 131,558 608,254
City Administrator Total 2.80 1,016,819$  158,023$  10,229$ 413,527$ 593,063$  

Mayor
Personnel 65,972 2,769 - 36,346 29,626 
Prior Year Budget 16,414 - - - 16,414 

Mayor Total 0.40 82,386$  2,769$  -$  36,346$ 46,040$  

Human Services Department
Personnel 1,234,350 301,016 - 897,508 336,842 
Materials (24,699) 3,652 744 15,346 (40,789) 
Contracts 6,844,288 1,108,073 2,586,981 3,256,864 1,000,443 
Overheads and Prior Year Adjustments 25,677 - - - 25,677 
Prior Year Budget 251,803 - - - 251,803 

Human Services Department Total 8.40 8,331,419$  1,412,741$  2,587,725$ 4,169,718$ 1,573,976$  

Fire Department
Personnel 4,000,000 1,000,000 - 3,000,000 1,000,000 

Fire Department Total 0.00 4,000,000$  1,000,000$  -$  3,000,000$ 1,000,000$  

Finance Department
Materials 830 208 - 623 207 
Contracts 91,176 - 61,936 125,427 (96,187) 

Finance Department Total 0.00 92,006$  208$  61,936$ 126,050$ (95,980)$  

Police Department
Personnel 12,057,275 4,488,056 - 11,196,820 860,455 
Materials 720,893 240,725 25,515 453,258 242,120 
Contracts 91,276 2,500 5,000 5,000 81,276 
Capital Acquisitions 9,552 - 9,552 - - 
Overheads and Prior Year Adjustments - - 8 (8) 
Prior Year Budget (156,105) - - - (156,105) 

Police Department Total 63.35 12,722,891$  4,731,281$  40,067$ 11,655,086$ 1,027,738$  

GRAND TOTAL EXPENDITURES 74.95 26,245,521 7,305,022 2,699,957 19,400,727 4,144,837
* NOTE: These are unaudited numbers
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TO:  Oversight Committee 
FROM: Peter Kim 
DATE:  August 11, 2015 
SUBJECT: Measure Y – Quarterly Revenue and Expenditure Report 

Per your request, this memo provides information for your review, regarding the 
Measure Y quarterly revenue and expenditure report.  

Attached, please find Measure Y budget narrative for the month of October, November 
and December 2014.  

If you have any questions regarding these reports, please contact: 

Maereg ”Mimo” Haile 
mhaile@oaklandnet.com 
510-314-1551 

ATTACHMENT 7
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Violence Prevention & Public Safety Act  

FY 2014-2015 Budget & Year-to-date Expenditures 

For the Period Ending October 31, 2014 

1 

PERSONNEL 

Violence Prevention Programs Administration: $116,648 paid for administrative personnel 

for 5.25 FTE Oakland Unite Staff, whose duties include program development, public systems 

coordination, planning and preparing contracts, monitoring grantees, budgeting and accounting, 

processing payments, and providing technical assistance to grantees.  

MATERIALS 

A total of $1,110.83 in purchases of materials for Oakland Unite included office supplies 

purchased from Staples and Give Something Back.  

CONTRACTS  

$805,945.17 was spent in Measure Y funds for contracts in October 2014. The funds were 

spent primarily on grant contracts in the following general strategy areas: 

Family Violence Intervention expenditures for FY 14-15 was $17,194, paid to Alameda 

Health Care Services Agency – Safe House   

Youth – Focused Comprehensive Services expenditures totaled $300,401 for FY 14-15. 

Under the sub-strategy Youth Employment: Youth Uprising was paid $29,500, Youth Radio was 

paid $18,000, Youth Employment Partnership was paid $36,000, and The Unity Council was 
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Violence Prevention & Public Safety Act  

FY 2014-2015 Budget & Year-to-date Expenditures 

For the Period Ending October 31, 2014 

2 

paid $13,901.17. Under the sub-strategy Juvenile Justice Center and Wraparound Service: The 

Mentoring Center was paid $15,000, East Bay Asian Youth Center was $55,000, MISSEY was 

paid $20,400, OUSD JJC Manager was paid $16,000,OUSD Alternative Education was paid 

$19,600, and Youth ALIVE! was paid $22,000. Under the sub-strategy Restorative Justice for 

Oakland Youth: Community Initiatives was paid $30,000. Under the sub-strategy Gang 

Prevention: OUSD Alternative Education was paid $25,000. 

Young Adult Reentry Services expenditures totaled $348,000 for FY 14-15. Under the sub-

strategy Reentry Employment: Center for Employment Opportunity was paid $30,000, Civicorps 

was paid $27,600, Men of Valor was paid $18,000, Youth Employment Partnership was paid 

$48,400, Youth Uprising was paid $16,000, and Volunteers of America Bay Area was paid 

$42,000 for Advance and Quarter 1 payment. Under the sub-strategy Project Choice: The 

Mentoring Center was paid $20,000 and Volunteers of America Bay Area was paid $52,000 for 

Advance and Quarter 1.  

Oakland Street Outreach and Community Organizing expenditures totaled $140,385 for 

FY 14-15. Under the sub-strategy Oakland Street Outreach (OSO): Cal-PEP was paid $6,250, 

California Youth Outreach was paid $129,200 and Healthy Communities was paid $62,400. 

Under the sub-strategy Highland Hospital Intervention: Youth Alive was paid $25,000.  
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Violence Prevention & Public Safety Act  

FY 2014-2015 Budget & Year-to-date Expenditures 

For the Period Ending November 30, 2014 

1 

$81,616

$787 

$296,200

$10

 $100

 $1,000

 $10,000

 $100,000

 $1,000,000

Personnel Materials Contracts

Department of Human Services November

Expenditure Total $378,603

PERSONNEL 

Violence Prevention Programs Administration: $81,616 paid for administrative personnel for 

5.25 FTE Oakland Unite Staff, whose duties include program development, public systems 

coordination, planning and preparing contracts, monitoring grantees, budgeting and accounting, 

processing payments, and providing technical assistance to grantees.  

MATERIALS 

A total of $786.99 in purchases of materials for Oakland Unite included office supplies 

purchased and paid bills. 

CONTRACTS  

$296,200 was spent in Measure Y funds for contracts in November 2014. The funds were 

spent primarily on grant contracts in the following general strategy areas: 

Family Violence Intervention expenditures totaled $132,000 for FY 14-15. Under the sub- 

strategy Outreach to Sexually Exploited Minors (CSEC); BAWAR was paid $19,000 and 

MISSEY was paid $15,000. Under the sub-strategy Family Violence Intervention, Family 

Violence Law Center was paid $92,000. Under the sub-strategy Mental Health Services for Ages 

0-5, Safe Passages was paid $6,000 
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Violence Prevention & Public Safety Act 

FY 2014-2015 Budget & Year-to-date Expenditures 

For the Period Ending November 30, 2014 

2 

Youth – Focused Comprehensive Services expenditures totaled $216,400 for FY 14-15.  

Under the sub-strategy Our KIDS Middle School, Alameda County Health Services was paid 

$40,000 4
th

 quarter and $40,000 for FY 14-15 Advance.

Young Adult Reentry Services expenditures totaled $67,200. Under the sub-strategy Reentry 

Employment: Oakland Private Industry Council was paid $43,200 1
st
 quarter and $24,000 as a

no-cost extension payment from FY 13-14.   

Oakland Street Outreach and Community Organizing expenditures totaled $57,000 paid to 

Catholic Charities of the East Bay for 1
st
 quarter FY 14-15.
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Violence Prevention & Public Safety Act  

FY 2014-2015 Budget & Year-to-date Expenditures 

For the Period Ending December 31, 2014 

1 

$92,336 

$88 

$6,574 

 $10

 $100

 $1,000

 $10,000

 $100,000

Personnel Materials *Contracts

Department of Human Services December 

2014 Expenditure Total $98,997

PERSONNEL 

Violence Prevention Programs Administration: $92,336 paid for administrative personnel for 

5.25 FTE Oakland Unite Staff, whose duties include program development, public systems 

coordination, planning and preparing contracts, monitoring grantees, budgeting and accounting, 

processing payments, and providing technical assistance to grantees.  

MATERIALS 

A total of $88 in purchases of materials for Oakland Unite includes office supplies. 

CONTRACTS  

$6,574 was spent in Measure Y funds for contracts in December 2014. The funds were 

spent primarily on grant contracts in the following general strategy areas: 

Young Adult Reentry Services expenditures totaled $6,573.53 paid to Youth Uprising as a 

no-cost extension payment from FY 13-14.   
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TO:  Oversight Committee 
FROM: Peter Kim 
DATE:  August 11, 2015 
SUBJECT: Measure Y – Quarterly Revenue and Expenditure Report 

Per your request, this memo provides information for your review, regarding the 
Measure Y quarterly revenue and expenditure report.  

Attached, please find Measure Y budget narrative for the month of January, February 
and March 2015.  

If you have any questions regarding these reports, please contact: 

Maereg ”Mimo” Haile 
mhaile@oaklandnet.com 
510-314-1551 

ATTACHMENT 8
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Violence Prevention & Public Safety Act  

FY 2014-2015 Budget & Year-to-date Expenditures 

For the Period Ending January 31, 2015 

1 

PERSONNEL 

Violence Prevention Programs Administration: $97,615 paid for administrative personnel for 

5.25 FTE Oakland Unite Staff, whose duties include program development, public systems 

coordination, planning and preparing contracts, monitoring grantees, budgeting and accounting, 

processing payments, and providing technical assistance to grantees.  

MATERIALS 

A total of $843.05 was expended on materials and office supplies for Oakland Unite. 

CONTRACTS  

$404,250 was spent in Measure Y funds for contracts in January 2015. The funds were 

spent primarily on grant contracts in the following general strategy areas: 

Family Violence Intervention expenditures totaled $10,000 for FY 14-15 

Under the sub-strategy Mental Health Services for Ages 0 -5, Safe Passages was paid $10,000 

Youth – Focused Comprehensive Services expenditures totaled $206,000 for FY 14-15 

Under the sub-strategy Restorative Justice for Oakland Youth: Community Initiatives was paid 

$30,000.  
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Violence Prevention & Public Safety Act  

FY 2014-2015 Budget & Year-to-date Expenditures 

For the Period Ending February 28, 2015 

1 

PERSONNEL 

Violence Prevention Programs Administration: $88,548 paid for administrative personnel for 

5.25 FTE Oakland Unite Staff, whose duties include program development, public systems 

coordination, planning and preparing contracts, monitoring grantees, budgeting and accounting, 

processing payments, and providing technical assistance to grantees.  

MATERIALS 

A total of $786 was expended on materials and office supplies for Oakland Unite. 

CONTRACTS  

$597,795 was spent in Measure Y funds for contracts in February 2015. The funds were 

spent primarily on grant contracts in the following general strategy areas: 

Family Violence Intervention expenditures totaled $123,500 for FY 14-15 

Under the sub-strategy Outreach to Sexually Exploited Minors (CSEC), BAWAR was paid 

$16,500 and MISSEY was paid $15,000. 

Under the sub-strategy Family Violence Intervention Unit, Family Violence Law Center was 

paid $92,000.  
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Violence Prevention & Public Safety Act  

FY 2014-2015 Budget & Year-to-date Expenditures 

For the Period Ending March 31, 2015 

1 

PERSONNEL 

Violence Prevention Programs Administration: $114,853 paid for administrative personnel 

for 5.25 FTE Oakland Unite Staff, whose duties include program development, public systems 

coordination, planning and preparing contracts, monitoring grantees, budgeting and accounting, 

processing payments, and providing technical assistance to grantees.  

MATERIALS 

A total of $2,023 was expended on materials and office supplies for Oakland Unite. 

CONTRACTS  

$106,028 was spent in Measure Y funds for contracts in March 2015. The funds were spent 

primarily on grant contracts in the following general strategy areas: 

Youth – Focused Comprehensive Services expenditures totaled $55,000 for FY 14-15 

Under the sub-strategy Juvenile Justice Center and Wraparound Service, East Bay Asian Youth 

Center was paid $55,000 and Youth Uprising was paid $30,000  

Miscellaneous  

Bright Research Group, strategic planning consultant was paid $10,000 
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Violence Prevention & Public Safety Act  

FY 2014-2015 Budget & Year-to-date Expenditures 

For the Period Ending March 31, 2015 

2 

Cityspan Technologies, Oakland Unite database software was paid $9,750 

JSTS Transcription, Transcription services for focus group meetings was paid $1,278 
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Measure Y to Measure Z Transition: Summary 

of Key Changes and Prior Evaluation 

Recommendations

August 2015 

Prepared by: 

Bright Research Group & Resource Development Associates 
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Executive Summary 

This report provides an overview to the legislative changes to the police services funded under Oakland’s 

Violence Prevention Initiative, as Measure Y sunsets and Measure Z takes effect. It also includes a 

description of the services funded under Measure Y, key findings and recommendations from evaluations 

of Measure Y funded services over the past six years (2008-2014), and a summary of the key legislative 

differences between Measure Y and Measure Z. 

The evaluation examined differences between the Measure Y and Measure Z legislation.  Key differences 

in the legislation are highlighted in the graphic below.  The Department’s deployment plans are discussed 

in the body of the report.  

Measure Y

• A voter-approved initiative that supported
Community Policing Neighborhood Services 
investments in Problem Solving Officers 
(PSOs) and Crime Reduction Teams (CRTs) 
from 2004-2014. 

•Each community-policing beat was
guaranteed a PSO dedicated to partnering
with residents to solve neighborhood
problems.

• Over the course of Measure Y, the
Department made progress in developing a
data collection infrastructure, fully staffing
the program and developing a PSO policy.
The evaluation raised ongoing concerns
about the efficiency of the deployment
structure, the quality of PSO projects, and
the need for strengthening
community/police relationships.

• The Department did not develop and does
not have a metrics for assessing CRT 
effectiveness or processes for collecting 
information on CRT activities and outcomes.

Measure Z

•Does not mention or explicitly mandate
"community policing," emphasizing
strategies to reduce shootings, homicides
and robberies.

• Replaces Problem Solving Officers with
Community Resource Officers (CROs).

•Provides the Oakland Police Department
(OPD) with greater flexibility around how it
uses its funds for staffing, as well as around
deployment of officers, and required policing
activities.

•Adds funding for Ceasefire Project
Management and Data Analysis functions.

•OPD plans to bill more CRTs and fewer CROs
to Measure Z than it did under Measure Y.
However, for the time being, there are no
planned changes to the number of CRTs or
CROs that the Department maintains overall.

•While Measure Z no longer mandates
community policing, the Department may
continue to utilize CROs and CRTs to fulfill
community policing objectives.
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While many of the activities supported under Measure Y remain fundable under Measure Z, including 

PSO/CROs, a key question going forward is the extent to which a community-policing framework is 

appropriate for the evaluation given the legislation’s shift towards a violence suppression and 

intervention approach. Other city resolutions continue to mandate community policing as a core 

Departmental strategy and conversations with OPD indicate that community policing remains a core 

strategy for improving public safety in Oakland. Further OPD envisions Ceasefire as a continuation of 

problem-solving, focused on solving the problem of shootings and homicides through multi-agency 

collaboration and community partnerships. At this time, OPD indicates that it intends to maintain the 

PSO/CRO deployment structure it had under Measure Y, though fewer PSO/CROs will be billed to Measure 

Z. However it must be noted that, unlike Measure Y, Measure Z does not explicitly mandate an investment 

in community policing activities. Given the legislation’s shift in emphasis, the evaluation will place greater 

focus on CRT activities and Ceasefire.
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Introduction and Methodology 

In 2014 Oakland voters approved Measure Z, which continued many of the services funded under 

Measure Y, the City’s Violence Prevention initiative, a ten-year investment approved in 2004. Since 2008, 

Resource Development Associates (RDA) and Bright Research Group (BRG) have conducted the evaluation 

of Community Policing Neighborhood Services funded under Measure Y. As the City enters a new phase 

of programming under Measure Z, it is useful to examine what is changing under Measure Z and to take 

stock of how the City’s Measure Y funded investments in community policing have evolved over the years. 

The purpose of this report is to inform the City of Oakland stakeholders as the initiative transitions from 

Measure Y to Measure Z. This document provides: 

 A summary of Community Policing Neighborhood Services programming supported under

Measure Y;

 A summary of evaluation findings and recommendations between 2008 and 2014; and

 A review of Measure Z legislation and an analysis of how it differs from Measure Y.

The information presented in this memo is drawn from a variety of sources, including review and analysis 

of Measure Y and Measure Z legislation; a review of past evaluation reports and recommendations; 

interviews with Oakland Police Department (OPD) officers, including the Assistant Chief; and observations 

at the City’s 2015 Public Safety Summit.  

Background 

As noted in previous evaluation reports1, community policing is not a program; it is not a set of activities; 

it is not a personnel designation. Rather, community policing is a law enforcement philosophy, a way of 

thinking about improving public safety. While there is a lack of standardization regarding specific 

terminology and strategies of community policing across cities, community policing efforts can generally 

be grouped into three broad categories: organizational transformation, community partnership, and 

problem solving.  

Organizational Transformation:  A best practice in community policing is transforming the structure of a 

police department to support the goals and practices of community policing. Organizational 

1 A separate report on best practices in community policing was developed as part of the evaluation. See, “What Works in

Community Policing: A Best Practices Context for Measure Y Efforts.” Resource Development Associates, 2013.  
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transformation involves department-wide changes around policies, organizational structure, personnel 

practices and information technology systems to support the goals and principles of community policing. 

This also includes organizing a department around geographic-based assignments and greater 

decentralization. 

Problem Solving: A central practice within community policing is the shift away from reactive, call-driven 

policing, towards more proactive police work that focuses on solving problems in partnership with 

residents and other stakeholders. Problem solving can contribute toward improved neighborhood safety 

by focusing on identifying and addressing root causes as opposed to symptoms. Evidence-based 

approaches to problem solving include the SARA process, which involves Scanning, Analysis, Response, 

and Assessment of identified neighborhood problems, and requires partnerships among residents and 

other departments and organizations.  

Community Partnership: A primary goal of community policing is to enhance relationships between police 

and community members. This is achieved in part through more intentional and meaningful collaboration 

with residents and other stakeholders to identify and solve problems that are impacting their 

communities. 

Since 2004, Measure Y Community Policing Neighborhood Services funding to OPD has contributed 

towards the personnel costs for problem solving officers (PSO) and crime reduction team (CRT) officers, 

as well as related training and equipment costs. Under Measure Y, each community-policing beat was 

guaranteed a PSO dedicated to partnering with residents to solve neighborhood problems. It is important 

to note that, while this has furthered the practice of community policing in Oakland compared to what it 

was before Measure Y, designating certain officers as community policing officer also created new 

complications by shifting attention away from a comprehensive community policing effort in which all 

officers are trained in and held accountable to upholding the practices and philosophy of community 

policing. (See Resources at the end of this report for links to more information about best practices in 

community policing.) 

The Role of the PSO in Implementing Community Policing: Under Measure Y, each PSO was assigned to 

a neighborhood beat where he/she worked collaboratively with Neighborhood Crime Prevention Councils 

(NCPCs) to address community-identified problems. PSOs had myriad roles and responsibilities, including 

law enforcement, community organizing, public relations, problem solving, crime analysis and 

investigation, and collaboration with city agencies and staff. PSOs were responsible for becoming familiar 

with their beats, including getting to know neighborhood and community-based groups and organizations 

and understanding crime trends and sources of criminal activity on their beats. They were charged with 

mobilizing and educating residents about their role in making their communities more livable, as well as 

garnering city and community resources to solve problems. They were also intended to act as a bridge 

between OPD and Oakland residents in their beat; interactions with residents can strengthen or weaken 

that bridge, the public’s trust in the Department, and ultimately how safe residents feel in their 

neighborhood. 
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The SARA Problem Solving Process: Under Measure Y, OPD used the SARA process as its framework for 

problem solving. SARA is a multi-step process that PSOs used to address issues and concerns in their beats. 

The SARA process emphasizes an analysis of the nature of the problem and consideration of multiple 

solutions before a response is implemented. An evidence-based practice used in many communities 

across the country, the SARA-based approach to problem solving helps officers move away from reactive 

policing by promoting a critical analysis of the nature, source, and potential resolution of a problem. Each 

step is described here: 

 Scanning:  The purpose of scanning is to

identify the nature of the problem; it

includes scanning the physical

location, as well as talking with

residents, gathering information, and

reviewing data to understand the

source of the problem.

 Analysis:  The purpose of analysis is to

identify the range of responses that

may address the source of the

problem; it involves analyzing multiple

sources of information, including

resident information, intelligence,

crime trends, and other incident data

to inform the development of

potential responses. It includes the

articulation of project goals and measures.

 Response:  Response is the development and implementation of a response plan, with timelines

and stakeholder roles articulated.

 Assessment:  Assessment is an analysis of whether the response was implemented as planned

and whether project goals have been achieved. If goals have not been achieved, additional

analysis of the sources and potential responses are conducted and response plan updated;

alternatively, the project goals may be modified. Assessment is also critical to determining

whether continued law enforcement resources should be dedicated to the selected project.

The SARA process may be implemented multiple times before a problem is closed. For example, an initial 

scan and analysis of a blighted property may lead to the property being boarded up; however, if an 

assessment indicates that people are still loitering in front of the property, it may lead the PSO to complete 

the SARA process a second time to develop and implement an additional response given the shifting 

nature of the problem. Further, an officer may implement a response for several months and continue to 

monitor the resolution of the problem before closing it.  

The Role of Neighborhood Crime Prevention Councils: Under Measure Y, Neighborhood Crime 

Prevention Councils (NCPCs) were the primary forum for PSOs to collaborate with residents to identify 

and collaboratively solve problems in the beat. PSOs were expected to open projects on selected NCPC 

Scanning

Analysis

Response

Assessessment

Figure 1. The SARA Problem Solving Process
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priorities, educate NCPCs members about the crime trends and sources of criminal behavior in their 

neighborhoods, regularly attend NCPC meetings in their assigned beats, and update residents on their 

progress in solving problems. 

Linkages/Collaboration with Other City Services: Effective community policing connects communities 

with needed city resources (e.g., Public Works, Planning, etc.) and also results in stronger partnerships 

between residents and local government leadership (e.g. City Council representatives), neighborhood 

schools, small businesses, churches, and other agencies working toward common goals. Linkages with 

other city services were made at NCPC meetings through the Neighborhood Services Department staff 

and programs (in particular the Neighborhood Services Coordinators), through the Service Delivery 

Systems, and through the offices of City Council members. Working closely with Neighborhood Services 

Coordinators, PSOs devised solutions and brought together resources to confront neighborhood 

problems. PSOs also coordinated their efforts with the City Attorney, the Alameda County District 

Attorney’s office, and other law enforcement agencies.  

The Role of Crime Reduction Teams: The primary responsibility of CRTs was and continues to be to 

suppress and re-direct violence through proactive police work that results in the identification and arrest 

of individuals suspected of perpetrating serious crime. Measure Y and general funds have been used to 

support CRT activities. CRTs are deployed to assist PSOs in the implementation of enforcement based 

responses to problems, including identifying perpetrators of serious criminal activity and gathering the 

information needed to successfully prosecute them. CRTs may conduct surveillance, gather intelligence 

through undercover operations, write warrants, and identify suspects. Because they work in teams of six 

or more officers, CRTs are able to carry out law enforcement operations that a PSO cannot conduct by 

him or herself. CRTs gather intelligence that can lead to the identification, arrest, and conviction of 

robbery or burglary suspects, perpetrators of shootings or homicides, and individuals responsible for the 

sale of narcotics in specific locations within a neighborhood. CRTs also have a high level of flexibility in 

terms of their deployment and command may use the teams to conduct enforcement in areas 

experiencing particularly high spikes in violent crime or to assist PSOs with providing a law enforcement 

response to help solve an open problem. 

Measure Y mandated an external evaluation of funded services. Since 2008, RDA and BRG have 

collaborated to conduct this evaluation, focusing on the deployment of Measure Y resources and the 

quality of implementation in the three major areas of best practice in community policing: Organizational 

Transformation, Problem Solving, and Community Partnerships. This section summarizes key findings and 

recommendations during two key phases of the evaluation: 2008-2011 and 2012-2014.  
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Measure Y Community Policing Implementation, 2008 -2011 

When the current evaluation team began evaluating Measure Y in 2008, OPD was still in the process of 

launching its community policing initiative. At that point in time, OPD’s efforts were focused on 

implementing the problem-solving officer component of the initiative, with 57 PSOs and 6 Sergeants billed 

to Measure Y. By contrast, very few department resources were dedicated to Family Services, Special 

Victims, or CRTs.   

Given OPD’s focus on problems solving via the PSO investment as the crux of their community policing 

efforts, the 2008-2011 evaluation focused on assessing the implementation of problem solving activities, 

including the extent to which problem solving was occurring with consistency across the Department and 

the extent to which the organizational systems and practices were in place to support the integration of 

a community policing approach in the Department. This included examining data collection systems and 

practices, PSO activities, partnerships with NCPCs, resident perceptions of problem solving efforts, 

deployment, and management and accountability structures.  

Initially, the evaluation found that the PSO program did not have a cohesive set of processes or activities 

for PSOs to implement, leading to a range of activities and approaches to fulfilling the mandate laid out in 

Measure Y. In addition, there was no data collection system in place to track PSO activities, there was high 

turnover among PSOs, and the Department did not yet have procedures in place to transfer projects to 

new PSOs. Many residents, while supportive of community policing in theory, did not know or have a 

relationship with their PSOs and observed that program vacancies meant that there was not always a PSO 

assigned to their beats. Personnel and financial records were similarly unorganized and difficult to 

decipher. 

Over the course of the next few years, OPD made progress toward defining and tracking the PSO program. 

In 2009, the Department implemented SARAnet, a best practice-aligned data system that helps officers 

track their progress toward addressing community problems while assuring their implementation of the 

SARA process described above. By the end of 2011, PSOs were regularly tracking problem-solving activities 

using the SARA database. In partnership with the evaluators, OPD had developed accountability metrics 

for problem solving activities, although these were not yet fully implemented.   

Over this time, OPD also began to shift its Measure Y resources away from the initial PSO-centered 

deployment towards greater funding to CRTs. In 2010 there was a six-month interruption in programming 

due to the inability of the City to collect the parcel tax. When it re-launched, the PSO program had 

decreased from 57 to 35 officers and the CRT program had grown from 12 to 22 officers.  

Evaluation Recommendations, 2008-2011 

Many evaluation recommendations during this time centered on encouraging OPD to more explicitly 

define the goals and objectives of the PSO program and of individual problem solving officers, to develop 

indicators of success, and to develop mechanisms for tracking PSO activities and progress. 
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Recommendations focused on fully staffing the program, developing policies, procedures and practices 

that would support greater program accountability around PSO efforts, and improving the regularity of 

Department trainings to support PSOs. The evaluation noted concerns about the quality of selected 

projects, more intentional partnering with residents throughout the SARA process, strengthening 

supervision, and expanding channels for reaching residents. The evaluation recommended that OPD 

examine best practices in other communities to more clearly articulate the mission, goals, and strategies 

of the community policing initiative; develop and monitor metrics for measuring CRT impact; and establish 

and monitor expectations regarding the management and supervisory role of Sergeants and Lieutenants. 

Progress in addressing these recommendations was mixed. 

Measure Y Community Policing Implementation, 2012-2014 

By 2012, Measure Y-supported policing programs had moved out of a start-up phase and solidly into an 

implementation phase. The initial problems related to staff turnover, extended leaves, and unfilled 

positions had decreased, and there was a greater degree of standardization within the PSO program, 

supported by data systems and clearer policies. In this context, the evaluation began to focus on 

evaluating the quality of problem solving activities, assessing community partnership, and documenting 

CRT investments.  

Our evaluation of problem solving activities found mixed results for the PSO program. On the one hand, 

OPD and the PSO program made progress on issues like vacancies, data collection, and staff turnover, as 

well as working with NCPC and neighborhood residents to identify and address the issues of greatest 

importance to them. At the same time, the PSO program continued to experience challenges, some of 

which were related to external factors beyond OPD’s control, while others were related to limited training 

for PSOs or management oversight, including few standard internal processes to review data on PSO 

activities to ensure quality and accountability. While the evaluation did find a number of examples of 

effective, SARA-aligned community policing that built partnerships with community members and other 

City departments to solve problems identified by the community, we also found that some projects were 

left open for several years or remained in a sustained enforcement mode. Officers were frequently trying 

to solve problems by themselves without engaging the community or other city agencies. Audits, 

ridealongs, and interviews with PSOs revealed that the projects that PSOs undertook in some beats did 

not merit the full-time services of an Oakland Police Officer, while some beats did not have projects that 

were being actively worked on.  

CRT deployment comprised a larger proportion of Measure Y-funded activities during this time period 

compared to the early years of the initiative, with 22 CRTs deployed on a regular basis (in contrast to 12 

prior to 2011). Although the number of CRTs billed to Measure Y increased at the beginning of this time 

period, the Department did not have standard processes for collecting data on CRT activities or metrics 

for assessing the implementation and effectiveness of the CRT program, limiting the evaluation team’s 

efforts to evaluate CRT activities and their impact. Other data collection activities, such as a CRT survey 

and interviews with CRT officers, however, revealed important patterns in the operations of both CRT and 
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PSO programs. In terms of CRT activities, interviews with CRTs suggested that many focused on narcotics 

arrests, rather than on violent crime. Looking at Measure Y-funded officers more generally, the evaluation 

found that the Department needed greater flexibility to deploy resources, particularly in neighborhoods 

where persistent issues like prostitution, narcotics, homicides, and robberies were pervasive. Officers 

emphasized that working in squads and teams, as opposed to by themselves, was necessary to solve many 

of these kinds of problems. Although OPD had limited flexibility in deploying resources under Measure Y, 

surveys showed that Measure Y-funded officers were the only flexible resource available to the 

Department and, consequently, officers were frequently called off Measure Y duty to respond to protests 

or meet other Department needs.  

In addition to looking specifically at PSO and CRT activities, the evaluation also began to pay increased 

attention to the relationship between OPD and the larger community of Oakland residents. In the latter 

two years of the evaluation period, the evaluation looked more closely at these issues through two 

surveys: 

1. NCPC Listserv Survey (2013)

2. Paper and Online Survey of Oakland’s Flatland Neighborhoods (2014)

The NCPC survey yielded a primarily white and female response from mostly moderate to high-income 

neighborhoods. At the direction of the Oversight Committee, the evaluation administered a primarily 

paper survey in flatland neighborhoods to reach a more diverse set of respondents. The survey suggested 

that residents of color are not experiencing high quality customer service and fair and impartial service 

when they interact with OPD. The survey also revealed that most respondents do not regularly receive 

information from OPD and do not attend their NCPC meetings.  

Evaluation Recommendations, 2012-2014 

Through this phase of the project, the evaluation team made a number of recommendations to OPD 

regarding relationships with Oakland residents, CRTs, and PSOs. Based on the results of the survey of 

Oakland’s Flatland Neighborhoods, the evaluation recommended that OPD strengthen police legitimacy 

and community partnership through trainings, development of performance metrics, and a total 

community policing approach in which all officers partner with their residents in their beats to engage in 

problem-solving and proactive policing.  

In addition, the evaluation team continued to recommend that the department establish clear metrics for 

assessing CRT implementation and effectiveness, as well as data collection systems and processes to 

collect these metrics. Toward this end, the evaluation team provided technical assistance to OPD to help 

identify and review accountability metrics, including developing a logic model for the CRT program; 

however, OPD has not yet implemented processes or systems for collecting data on CRT activities. 

The evaluation team also recommended additional oversight of the PSO program and sought to support 

this need by conducting regular audits of the SARAnet database and reviewing audit results with OPD 

leadership and PSOs.  
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Between 2012 and 2015, OPD has implemented a number of activities that addressed recommendations 

related to establishing stronger partnerships with Oakland communities and taking a more 

comprehensive approach to community policing, largely in response to a series of reports that the City 

commissioned from Strategic Policy Partnerships and the Bratton Group, two public safety consulting 

firms chaired by Robert Wasserman and New York City Police Commissioner Bill Bratton, respectively. In 

2015, the Department implemented a series of mandatory department-wide trainings in implicit bias and 

procedural justice intended to support improved interactions and respect between OPD officers and 

community members, especially black community members. The implementation of these trainings 

across the department indicates an increased commitment to police legitimacy and community 

partnerships, as well as a recognition that these are issues for all OPD officers, not only Measure Y-funded 

officers. 

The need for accountability metrics and data collection processes for CRTs, however, is a persistent 

challenge that impacts the implementation and assessment of their activities, something that will 

continue to be a challenge as OPD prepares to transition to Measure Z, which reduces the emphasis on 

problem-solving policing and dedicates a greater proportion of the resources to support CRT deployment 

and suppression/enforcement activities. 

Below, we provide a brief overview of Measure Z with attention to how this legislation differs from 

Measure Y and an overview of how the evaluation team will respond to this shift. 

Measure Z Legislation and Implementation 

Over 10 years since Measure Y was passed, OPD has made a number of changes in its approach to policing 

in general and community policing in particular. In this context, the evaluation team reviewed the 

authorizing legislation to help understand how it differs from Measure Y and what stakeholders can expect 

in the coming years.   

Measure Z authorizes the collection of a parcel tax to achieve the following objectives: 

 Reduce homicides, robberies, burglaries, and gun-related violence; 

 Improve police and fire emergency 911 response time and other police services; and  

 Invest in violence intervention and prevention strategies. 

Authorized programs and services include geographic policing to hire, deploy and maintain sworn police 

personnel such as: 

 Crime Reduction Teams (CRTs) 

 Community Resource Officers (CROs) 

 Intelligence-based violence suppression 

 Domestic Violence and Child Abuse Intervention 

 Ceasefire Project Management and Crime Analysis 
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The five primary differences between Measure Y and Measure Z are the following: 

 

Unlike Measure Y, which included extensive language regarding community policing and problem 

solving, Measure Z does not include the words “community policing.” Measure Y funded police 

services were explicitly deemed “Community Policing Neighborhood Services,” and the legislation 

emphasized partnering with communities to solve NCPC priorities and other community problems 

using a problem solving approach. By contrast, phrases like “community partnership” and 

“community policing” are absent from the Measure Z legislation, and the only place where the 

word “community” is used is in the new title for problem solving officers, who are now called 

Community Resource Officers (CROs).   

 

At the same time, Measure Z does include explicit language on “violence suppression operations 

such as field interviews, surveillance, undercover operations, high visibility patrol, probation/ 

parole compliance checks, search warrants [in addition to] assist Community Resource Officers.” 

It is important to note that this does not eliminate community policing from the initiative, but it 

does give OPD more flexibility to interpret the legislation.  

 

 

Problem Solving Officers have been re-named Community Resource Officers. Key activities include 

problem solving, partnership with NCPCs, serving as a liaison to City Services Team, leading 

targeted enforcement projects, and partnering with CRTs and patrol. As noted above, there are 

no guidelines in the legislation regarding deployment of CROs. 

 

In alignment with the pivot away from community policing, Measure Z no longer includes the 

Measure Y requirement that the Department deploy a single officer to each community policing 

beat. Measure Z does not include specific guidelines around how many CROs or CRT squads need 

to be filled and OPD will no longer need to ensure that a single officer is deployed to each beat. 

Instead, OPD has the flexibility to decide how many CRO and/or CRT positions to maintain from 

1. Measure Z  does not explictly mandate  "community policing," 
giving OPD more flexibility around how to interpret the legislation 
and associated activities.

2. Measure Z replaces Problem Solving Officers with Community 
Resource Officers.

3. Measure Z provides OPD with greater flexibility around how it 
uses its funds in terms of staffing.
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its current staffing structure inherited from Measure Y and whether to adopt a new staffing 

structure (i.e. fewer CROs, more CRTs or vice versa). 

Measure Y provided detailed guidance requiring that officers be deployed to their assigned beat; 

responding to calls for service or completing activities that were outside of the scope of problem 

solving and community policing were discouraged. Measure Z provides fewer guidelines on 

required activities, especially for CROs. There is a greater emphasis on targeted enforcement, 

intelligence-based policing, and violence suppression as appropriate activities. Measure Z now 

explicitly states that CROs may respond to calls for service.  

Ceasefire Project Management and Data Analysis functions are now included as allowable services 

under Measure Z, reflecting the City’s shift towards enforcement, suppression and intervention 

services. 

Conversations with OPD leadership, the CeaseFire Project Manager, and other CeaseFire partners indicate 

that OPD sees the City’s Operation CeaseFire strategy, mandated and partially funded under Measure Z, 

as a key element of the Department’s community policing approach. CeaseFire, which is based on an 

approach developed by criminologist David Kennedy and first implemented in Boston in the mid-1990’s, 

involves reaching out to individuals with a history of involvement in violent crime and using a “stick and 

carrot” approach to incentivize them to reduce their criminal activities. Community partners, often in the 

form of faith- and other community-based organizations, and professional case managers offer individuals 

support to change their lives through counseling, employment training and linkage, and other forms of 

support. At the same time, law enforcement agencies make it clear that these individuals are under 

intensive, targeted surveillance and, should they continue to participate in violence, enforcement 

agencies will leverage the maximum possible penalties. Ceasefire changes the intention and type of 

interaction between perpetrators and likely victims of shootings and homicides and police towards a more 

respectful and proactive one. Ceasefire continues OPD’s investment in problem solving strategies, but 

directs greater investment towards solving the problem of shootings and homicides.  

Oakland CeaseFire is being implemented by a civilian Project Manager housed in the Police Department, 

along with a CeaseFire CRT. The CeaseFire team identifies appropriate individuals for involvement and 

works with faith- and community-based organizations to reach out to these individuals. The City’s Human 

Services Department supports this effort by providing case management services for individuals who opt 

in to the service component.  

4. Measure Z provides the police with greater flexibility around
deployment of Measure Z-funded officers and less guidance around 
required activities.

5. Measure Z adds funding for Ceasefire Project Management and
Data Analysis functions.
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Conversations with OPD in the spring and summer of 2015 suggest that the Department intends to 

maintain its current deployment structure for the time being. The Department plans to bill fewer CROs to 

Measure Y, billing them to the general fund instead. For the time being, there are no planned changes to 

decrease the number of CRTs or CROs that the Department maintains overall. While Measure Z no longer 

mandates community policing, Community Policing remains a mandate under two resolutions: 1996 City 

Council Resolution No. 72727 and a 2005 City Council Resolution No. 79235. The Department has stated 

that community partnerships and community policing approaches remain a key priority.  The Department 

has emphasized the need to strengthen police legitimacy by better controlling crime and violence, noting 

that when community members see that law enforcement agencies are able to maintain law and order, 

they are more likely to feel that agencies care about public safety in their community. Strategies like 

Ceasefire, which focus on individuals most likely to perpetrate shootings and homicide include 

partnerships with community-based organizations and represent an effort to bring violent crime under 

control. 

Evaluation Priorities under Measure Z 

The extent to which a community-policing framework is an appropriate one for the evaluation, given the 

legislation’s shift away from a community-policing framework towards a violence suppression and 

intervention approach remains an outstanding question. That is, are the pillars of Organizational 

Transformation, Community Partnership, and Problem Solving appropriate frames for evaluating Measure 

Z? While the Department maintains its commitment to community policing as a core strategy and other 

city resolutions mandate it, the Measure Z legislation no longer envisions community policing as an 

essential strategy for preventing and reducing violence.  

Given the changes made to policing services under Measure Z and the lessons learned through the 

evaluation of Measure Y, the Measure Y evaluation will focus on the following priorities: 

 CRTs: The evaluation will focus on identifying metrics and data collection activities for CRT 

activities, documenting the CRTs’ role in Ceasefire and assessing the impact of CRTs on violence 

suppression. As CRTs represent the bulk of funds billed to Measure Z, the evaluation will focus 

greater resource on their activities and outcomes.  

 CeaseFire: The evaluation will examine how CeaseFire aligns with community policing approaches 

and how activities intersect with other investments such as CRT deployment, CRO problem 

solving, and community partnerships. 

 CROs: The evaluation will continue to promote program quality through SARA audits, technical 

assistance, and providing data on accountability metrics.  

 Community Partnerships: As noted above, despite the fact that partnerships with Oakland 

communities – especially communities of color – continue to be a challenge for OPD, Measure Z 

places less emphasis on partnering with the community than Measure Y did; in this context the 

evaluation will continue to assess OPD’s community relationships and partnerships.  
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Resources 

1. 2014 Annual Report on Community Policing Neighborhood Services: Includes an evaluation of

the Department’s progress in implementing Measure Y funded services; summarizes key

recommendations, and includes a logic model for Measure Y funded police services.

http://resourcedevelopment.net/_documents/Measure_Y_Community_Policing-

2014_Annual_Evaluation_Report_2014.pdf

2. Final Report: The President’s 21st Century Task Force on Community Policing:  This report

describes a framework for 21st Century Policing and includes community policing as a strategy

for strengthening police legitimacy.

http://www.cops.usdoj.gov/pdf/taskforce/TaskForce_FinalReport.pdf

3. Bratton/Wasserman Report on Oakland Police Department: This report provides a set of

recommendations based on their work with OPD. This report is currently guiding much of the

Department’s efforts to strengthen public safety.

https://cbssanfran.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/bratton_group_report_051813.pdf

4. What Works in Community Policing: A Best Practices Context for Measure Y: This report provides

an overview of the core principles and tenets of Community Policing and best practices as they

relate to Oakland’s Community Policing Neighborhood Services initiative.

http://resourcedevelopment.net/_documents/Community_Policing_Best_Practices_2015.pdf
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Appendix: Summary of Prior Year Recommendations 

The evaluation has made numerous recommendations to strengthen the quality and impact of 

Community Policing Neighborhood Services activities and services over the past several years. The table 

below provides a summary of the major recommendations between 2008-2014. Recommendations were 

made in the following areas: 

 Information Management 

 Community Relations and Partnership 

 Strategic Planning 

 Recruitment 

 Personnel/Deployment 

 Program Management 

 Training 

 

Area Recommendation 

Community 

Relations and 

Partnership  

The Department and Neighborhood Services Division should identify additional strategies to 

build partnerships with residents in addition to collaboration through the NCPCs. (2012-2013) 

The City of Oakland should continue to publicize the Measure Y initiative to build public 

support. (2008-09) 

Measure Y staff should share data on actual crime trends and perceptions of public safety at 

NCPC meetings. (2008-09) 

Continue to strengthen police legitimacy and community partnership through trainings, 

development of performance metrics, and a total community policing approach. OPD should 

continue to invest in such training in community policing approaches. It should also develop 

metrics to monitor the quality of interactions between police and residents and continue to 

review policies and procedures that lead to disproportionate minority contact or otherwise 

erode community trust. Finally, OPD should adopt a total community policing approach, 

which implies a department-wide focus on customer service, fairness, and problem solving in 

partnership with residents. This focus should extend beyond PSOs and CRTs. (2014) 

Strategic 

Planning 

The Department and other stakeholders should reassess the extent to which the current 

structure of Measure Y facilitates problem solving, enhanced community partnerships, and 

improved public safety given the constrained fiscal environment and reduced size of the 

sworn force. (2012-2013) (2014) 

OPD should use best practices in other communities to more clearly articulate the mission, 

goals, and strategies of the community policing initiative in its documents and practices. 

(2008-09) 
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Area Recommendation 

Align Measure Y’s community policing investment with other public safety initiatives and 

funding sources. (2011-2012). 

Recruitment 

Recruitment materials should specifically reference community policing, public speaking, and 

working in partnerships with residents and city agencies to encourage candidates interested 

in these activities to apply. (2008-09) 

Information 

management 

Continue to strengthen reporting and tracking systems, in particular the SARA database. 

Develop procedures and protocols for entering and closing projects into the database, 

including clarifying what does and does not constitute a “project.” Continue to refine the 

system so that data entry is user-friendly and so that it has the capacity to generate 

meaningful reports to PSOs, their supervisors, and Department leadership. (2009-2010); 

(2012-13) (2014) 

Continue to develop accountability protocols for the PSO Program and monitor their 

implementation. Specific accountability protocols need to be established to delineate the role 

of PSOs, Sergeants, and Special Resource Lieutenants in maintaining data quality and ensuring 

effective practices in problem solving. (2012-2013) 

Develop metrics for measuring CRT impact on public safety early on in the fiscal year, should 

the Department decide to re-deploy CRTs. (2011-2012) (2012-13) (2014) 

Personnel/ 

deployment 

Develop Department procedures to provide consistent coverage to each beat should a 

temporary reassignment occur. Create a process to transfer beat information between PSOs. 

(2009-2010). 

Balance the need to provide PSO service to each NCPC beat with the need to respond to 

surges in violent crime through the deployment of Crime Reduction Teams (CRTs). (2011-

2012). 

Continue to establish and monitor Department –wide standards in relation to coverage during 

extended PSO absences, the number and type of projects PSOs should be working on, and the 

implementation of each phase of the SARA process. (2011, 2014). 

Establish expectations regarding the management and supervisory role of Sergeants and 

Lieutenants and regularly monitor the extent to which those expectations are being met. 

(2011, 2014). 

PSO program 

management 

OPD should identify incentives to reward officers who remain in their beat assignments for 

two or more years. (2008-09) 

OPD should use crime data to help inform selection of beat priorities. (2008-09) 
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Area Recommendation 

OPD should develop a standard protocol that facilitates the transfer of information between 

the exiting and entering PSO, so that the new PSO is equipped with an understanding of beat 

stakeholders, current problem-solving priorities, and neighborhood hot spots. (2008-09) 

OPD should establish Department standards in relation to time on beat and methods of 

patrolling the beat that encourage PSOs to spend more time walking the beat or riding a 

bicycle. (2008-09) 

Ensure better alignment of effort across Areas 1 and 2, particularly in relation to meeting the 

training needs of PSOs and provide Department-wide training in community policing and 

problem solving approaches. (2011-2012). 

PSOs should develop strategies for educating residents about how to use data and more 

specific criteria to identify priority problems. (2012-13) 

Build on recent efforts to articulate a vision of community policing by defining the percent of 

effort PSOs should dedicate to each of their assigned duties. Incorporate principles of adult 

learning into PSO trainings and activities. Strengthen management and accountability systems 

for PSOs. (2009-2010). 

The Department should continue to monitor the evenness of program implementation across 

Police Service Areas and neighborhood beats. While OPD has developed protocols and 

procedures to standardize the PSO program and improve accountability, it will be important 

to monitor their integration into the Department as the program moves into implementation. 

(2011, 4-15). 

Given the reduction in resources, the Department should continue to ensure that problem-

solving resources are being deployed in a manner that is likely to result in reductions in crime 

and improvements in public safety. The re-organization of beats has resulted in a more 

strategic deployment of resources towards those beats that experience higher crime rates, 

while continuing to ensure that each beat and NCPC has PSO coverage. In addition, the 

Department should develop mechanisms to examine whether selected problems contribute 

significantly to crime in the beat and whether problem-solving strategies are likely to result 

in problem resolution. (2011, 2012-13, 2014). 

OPD should develop more specific performance measures for PSOs that are aligned to their 

actual responsibilities, especially in relation to problem solving activities. (2008-09) (2012-13) 

Focus CRT activities on violence reduction. OPD should deploy CRTs to activities and efforts 

known to reduce violence. (2014) 

As noted by the courts, OPD should improve its fiscal reporting. Clear, accurate fiscal reports 

should be developed for transparency and accountability. (2008-09) 

To ensure accountability to the community, OPD should develop personnel and financial 
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Area Recommendation 

reports that are easy to generate and that convey precisely how funding is being used. (2008-

09) 

Training 

OPD should offer the 40-hour PSO training twice annually and create a 1 day PSO-basic 

orientation for all new PSOs before they assume PSO responsibilities if they will be assigned 

prior to participating in the 40-hour training. (2008-09) 

Offer a PSO School annually and ensure that PSOs across the Department have access to the 

training topics identified through the PSO survey. (2011-2012). (2012-13) 

Identify funds to train PSOs, Sergeants and Special Resource Lieutenants in problem oriented 

policing, the SARA process, and community policing. Participation in the community oriented 

policing and problem oriented policing annual conferences and trainings would strengthen 

the Department’s problem solving efforts. (2011, 7-15) 

The Department should identify a plan for ongoing professional development for PSOs and 

their supervisors, focused on strengthening PSO capacity to implement the SARA process and 

other evidence-based problem solving strategies. (2011, 4-15). 

OPD should invest in training its PSOs on problem solving techniques, particularly in relation 

to using data to document problems and implementing strategies to address entrenched 

problems related to narcotics, prostitution or gang activity. (2008-09) 

Direct training dollars to preparing CRTs. As Measure Y investments shift towards increased 

funding for CRTs, more money should be allocated to strengthen CRT capacity to carry out 

their duties. (2014) 

Expend Measure Y Equipment and Training funds to upgrade laptops, particularly in Area 1 

and identify opportunities for external training. (2011-2012). 
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